Adam Birnbaum
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

John Kerridge
Thursday, October LU, LUll 8:4<1 t-'M
Adam Birnbaum
Traffic control
Improving Our City Through Traffic Control.doc

Dear Adam,
Following up on your request at this evening's meeting (which seemed to me to go pretty
well) here is an article outlining my concept for using phased traffic lights to control
traffic. Obviously, I don't address all the tricky details, but I strongly believe that the
approach is well worth considering. I think everyone needs to face up to the fact that every
time a motor vehicle is brought to a stop, it wastes fuel, creates noise, and emits a
disproportionate amount of atmospheric pollutants.
End of rant!
Cheers,
John
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IMPROVING OUR CITY THROUGH TRAFFIC CONTROL
(1)

Why do we need to control traffic through Del Mar?

(a)
For several hours each day, the sheer density of traffic on Camino del Mar dominates the scene so that any
attempts to create a more pleasant, pedestrian-friendly, retail and entertainment environment will always be fighting
the impact of the "wall of steel".
(b)
The presence of such a high traffic density so close to otherwise quiet residential areas represents a
continuing safety concern, to say nothing of the threat to safety of visitors and other non-residents.
(c)
This factor is more complex but no less important: There is general agreement that the downtown business
district cannot survive solely on a basis of resident patronage. This means that the business district must attract a
substantial number of non-resident consumers in order to remain viable. Given the nature of contemporary
transportation patterns, this translates into a need to encourage more people from out of town to drive into Del Mar
in order to shop, eat, drink or be entertained (what we can term "destination traffic", as distinct from "commuter
traffic"). Not only does the present high traffic density discourage such destination traffic but any increase in
destination traffic would significantly exacerbate the overall traffic-density problem. Consequently, any planned
increase in destination traffic must be accompanied by a decrease in commuter traffic of at least the same
magnitude.
Summary:
Commuter traffic represents a net drain on our community resources, polluting our environment
and impeding our commerce, without yielding any benefits to residents or profit to businesses. Improving our
quality of life and enhancing the viability of our downtown both require us as a community to reduce the amount of
commuter traffic.
(2)

What is the best approach to minimizing the amount of commuter traffic?

Traditionally, we have attempted to control through traffic by means of devices, such as traffic lights, stop signs, and
landscaping, within the city itself. Besides being only marginally effective at reducing traffic volume, this approach
suffers from two serious drawbacks: Each commuter vehicle ends up spending longer within our community than it
needs to; and, driver frustration motivates commuters to use residential streets in at attempt to bypass an
increasingly clogged Camino del Mar. This latter factor has become a major safety, quality of life, and political issue
in town.
A much better approach is to control the traffic before it enters the city. The key here is creative use of the
traffic lights at Carmel Valley Road and Via de la Valle. These should be thought of as throttles that can be finetuned to regulate the volume of through traffic on Camino del Mar. With modern technology, that volume can be
adjusted in real time to provide optimum response to prevailing traffic conditions, e.g., if congestion begins to build
up on COM within Del Mar, the duration of the "green" at the gateway can be automatically reduced, and vice
versa. Once traffic is through the gateway, the objective should be to move it through Del Mar as expeditiously as
possible. The logical way to accomplish this is with phased signals, so that motorists gain nothing by speeding but
are shepherded through town as painlessly as possible, and with minimal incentive to use residential streets.
(Note: such a process would automatically create gaps in the traffic, which would both facilitate entry of
local traffic onto CDM and permit pedestrians to cross COM, without requiring traffic to make gas-wasting, airpolluting, and noisy stops within the village.)
Although this approach is compatible with maintaining Camino del Mar in its present configuration, with
two lanes in each direction, it would lend itself very favorably to a reduction of COM to a single lane in each
direction. This would confer three benefits: First, it would help to reduce the "mass" of the traffic, i.e., the "wall of
steel" would appear less forbidding; Second, it would eliminate a current safety hazard in which a motorist in one
lane cannot see a pedestrian because of vehicles in the adjacent lane; Third, the space made available by eliminating
two lanes of traffic would permit widening of sidewalks, encouraging a pedestrian-friendly atmosphere, and could
also lead to a substantial increase in parking spaces through use of diagonal parking.
(Note: Because of the very low average speed through town during rush hours, two lanes of such traffic can
be readily accommodated by a single lane on which a reasonable speed is possible.)
Summary:
By careful regulation of the flow of traffic into Del Mar, we can do a great deal to ameliorate our
environment and stimulate our business district.

(3)

What would be the downside to such an approach to traffic control?

(a)
In the short term, limiting entry of vehicles into Del Mar would lead to longer delays for residents and
destination traffic, as well as for commuter traffic. In the longer term, however, those delays will have the effect of
motivating commuter drivers to opt for 1-5 rather than CDM, so that the impact on residents and destination traffic
will be reduced. It should be noted that increased delays will occur anyway under the present arrangement as
commuter traffic continues to increase.
(b)
The traffic lights at Carmel Valley Road cannot control any traffic entering Del Mar along Del Mar Heights
Road. In principle, the traffic lights at Cantino del Mar and Del Mar Heights Road could be used as a regulator like
those at Carmel Valley Road. However, such usage would make Crest Road and Nob Avenue attractive to
commuters trying to bypass the lights. Unfortunately, the portals to both those residential streets lie within the
jurisdiction of San Diego, greatly reducing Del Mar's ability to discourage commuters from using them. However, it
is worth noting that this situation is already a problem under the present arrangement and it is not obvious that the
proposed traffic control plan would exacerbate it.
(c)
Installing phased traffic lights and reconfiguring Camino del Mar would represent significant capital costs.
However, the key steps towards reducing commuter traffic would be relatively inexpensive, and would lead to
increased city revenue through improved business performance within the city.
Summary:
Although the proposed plan for control of traffic through Del Mar is challenging, the anticipated
benefits greatly outweigh the identifiable problems.
Respectfully submitted,
John Kerridge

DATE:

JANUARY 18, 2012

ITEM:

DEL MAR'S VILLAGE SPECIFIC PLAN

COMMENTS:

CHIQUITA ABBOD, REALTOR
50 YEARS of being a part of past plans;
Some developed & some still on the boards.

Following is my earnest suggestion - after personally seeing the City develop
Over the years, watching prior Councils in action, my impression is that (for
lack of reSidential interest in our local business community by the local residents- and
because we are known as a "bedroom" community) the interests of our commercial

property owners have been basically ignored, while residential has been
enhanced!
FINALLY, with sales tax down and municipalities need operating money,
Merchants needing sales & commercial vacant lying dormant & vacant, a
Few forward thinking local people got busy & formed what is now the very
Vibrant Village Association.
You Council persons took up the cudgel and decided to help find some
solutions and you came up with the Village Specific Plan. Now, several years
in the planning, much time and money having been spent in creating some
possible solutions, you are hoping the community is ready .... but are the
Commercial land owners as well?
The plan is a planner's dream for it utilizes many of the devices other cities
have already used (much larger cities whose Commercial districts are surely larger than
ours). However, I STRONGLY RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING (and not done so lightly for I
too love good forward thinking land planning):

Put this plan in a safe place with a clear glass on the front of the file
drawer ... take it out now and then" .to assess changes that might be made ..
If implemented and ask yourselves if now is the time?
EASY ANSWER:
TWO THINGS:
Start with what YOU can do now to give some much needed generation to
recovery. Timing is crucial indeed: WORK ON COMMUNITY PARKING -easy.
(implement emergency temporary parking by leasing 10th street site & help
that owner with some interim income, give some relief to merchants, get
people back on the street THEN INCREASE THE FAR in commercial zones &
business owners will take advantage and re-develop on their own. Do not

deprive owners of the Opportunity (and their right) to use their own
ingenuity and money to plan and implement on their own. Allow them the
Right to to take Pride in their private property and develop as they wish.
And they will!.
The above demands no outlay of cash - on the part of anyone but an
Interim contract with that owner ..... striping an easy remodel of existing
Building for office. Immediate "fixes" is what everyone needs!
Send your staff to work on this one and have in place by end of spring 2012.

tJ,?zk
ChiqU~~
you

,

_

Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:
Attachments:

Planning Mail Box
FW: PDF Document DM Village Precise Plan Peck 1-18-2012101.pdf
DM Village Precise Plan Peck 1-18-2012101.pdf

From: Chiquitaabbott
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 3:41 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: PDF Document DM Village Precise Plan Peck 1-18-2012101.pdf
City of Del Mar Planning & Community Dev. Dept. planning@delmar.ca.us.
Attention: Kathleen Garcia, Director.
Attached is a memorandum for your input which very specifically requests
that a turn to the left be taken; an easy method for giving much needed parking
relief and great for public relations. At the same time giving the commercial
owners some impetus to make improvements on their own – without fear –
while capital improvement money is available at very, very attractive rates.
Thank you for placing it where it can be studied.
Chiquita Abbott
Chiquita Abbott, Inc., REALTOR®, CRS, GRI, CRB
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: Regarding the Del Mar Village Specific Plan

From: Drew Cady
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 2:43 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: Regarding the Del Mar Village Specific Plan

January 13, 2012
Dear Kathleen Garcia:
Thank you for the opportunity for us to offer our input to the process of developing a new Del Mar Village Specific
Plan.
We believe that the single most important issue which seems to be overlooked in this plan is the ensuing negative
impact which this plan will have upon the adjacent residential zones.
As residents of the immediate west side of Camino del Mar, we have a deep concern about point #6 in the Project
Description in the proposed Del Mar Village Specific Plan, which states:
“redesign Camino del Mar to be a 2-lane roadway with roundabouts at key intersections.”
We believe that this redesign will cause a heavy traffic pattern on Stratford Court and Luneta Drive, likely throughout
both heavy and lighter traffic times of the day.
As the plan describes, to install these roundabouts at 9th, 11th & 13th Streets at their intersections with Camino del
Mar, it will be necessary to reduce the traffic lanes on Camino del Mar to a single lane each way. Such an action
will unquestionably be devastating for those of us who live on these adjacent pathways parallel to Camino del
Mar. We believe this reduction to a single lane will significantly slow traffic flow on Camino del Mar and cause
considerable congestion at both ends of this single lane area, both at the 9th Street, south end, and also as drivers
enter the Village from the north end at Camino del Mar and 15th Street. We reside at the intersection of 9th and
Stratford Court. Historically, the traffic which has diverted on to Stratford Ct from Camino del Mar had been
increasing significantly in these past two decades due to heavier and heavier congestion on Interstate 5 northbound
during afternoon rush hour. Some of this traffic then diverted to Camino del Mar (Hwy 101) in order to avoid this
congestion on I-5. This in turn created added northbound traffic congestion on Stratford Court, as many cars
diverted from Camino del Mar, typically beginning at 9th Street, since this was the first traffic control as you enter the
village of Del Mar from that end of the City, (and therefore the first point at which cars began to back up on the
Camino). After several years of hazardous traffic conditions on Stratford Court, the City was petitioned by local
residents and agreed to institute new traffic controls, disallowing left turns from Camino del Mar on to 9th, 11th and
13th Streets during afternoon rush hour (as well as limiting the duration of the left turn signal light at 4th/Del Mar
Heights Road), between the hours of 3:00 & 6:00pm. This has been an enormous assist in keeping this increased
traffic off of Stratford Court, and has significantly reduced the hazards of being a pedestrian on Stratford Ct. during
these heavy traffic periods.
With this proposed Del Mar Village Plan, and specifically the implementation of Item #6 (roundabouts and single
lane traffic in either direction on Camino del Mar), we are now seeing a whole new threat and direct impact upon this
same traffic situation. To our knowledge there would be no way to disallow left turns from Camino del Mar during
rush hour. To lose this traffic control would be a travesty to the neighborhoods west of Camino del Mar.
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We also have other concerns about roundabout systems being installed on Camino del Mar. As we have personally
witnessed in the Bird Rock area of La Jolla since the installation of roundabouts on La Jolla Boulevard, there is a
regular issue with longer trucks not being able to negotiate their way around these roundabouts, and causing
significant traffic backup as a result. We have sat behind these slow-moving vehicles on several occasions and
watched the resulting anger of other drivers as trucks strain to maneuver around these traffic controls. Also, please
bear in mind that drivers who are in the Bird Rock area are not typically attempting to avoid congestion on Interstate
5 and are not driving on La Jolla Boulevard headed to destinations much further north or south. That route is
extremely circuitous and would not accomplish the same result as bypassing I-5 on Camino del Mar while headed to
cities further north (or south), on the I-5 corridor.
Additionally, we have serious concern about how tough it may be for pedestrian traffic to cross Camino del Mar in
the Village, if traffic is continuous due to these roundabouts. How is that anyone will be able to cross at any of
these roundabout intersections?
We believe that these roundabouts will add to the perception that Del Mar is a visitor unfriendly town, and that the
City is attempting to discourage outsiders from visiting their village; quite the opposite of the City of Del Mar’s
intention with this plan.
We strongly advise that the city re-think this concept of roundabouts and single lane traffic on the main roadway
through the center of the village. Without the current traffic rush hour controls, the streets in our neighborhoods will
once again become dangerous and overloaded with cars & trucks attempting to avoid the congestion of Camino del
Mar.
Sincerely,

Drew Cady & Nitza Leichtling
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW:

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Linda Castile
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2012 6:46 PM
Cc: Planning Mail Box
Subject:
If roundabouts are determined to be the most appropriate street configuration for Camino Del Mar, I am hoping that
drivers will be able to exit the roundabout, westbound, onto 11th Street and possible 13th Street.
Thanks,
Linda Castile
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: Village Specific Plan

From: Linda Chisari
Sent: Saturday, January 14, 2012 3:38 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Cc: Frank Chisari; Linda Chisari
Subject: Village Specific Plan

Hello,
We're writing to express our opposition to reducing Camino del Mar to a two-lane roadway because we believe
that will shunt traffic onto residential streets. We support the Four-Lane Camino del Mar Circulation Alternative as long as
it will not divert traffic onto residential streets.

We have lived on Crest Road since 1976. During all those years there have been problems with traffic on Crest
Road. It is used as a shortcut to and from town when traffic is heavy on either Interstate 5 or Camino del Mar.
We've been through hours and hours of meetings to try to find ways of reducing both the speed and volume of
traffic. As a result, we now have a series of stop signs, speed bumps and the recently-installed chicanes. The
danger to pedestrians, cyclists and neighbors trying to back out of their driveways or pick up mail from
streetside mail boxes remain.
The idea of reducing traffic lanes on Camino del Mar to one lane in each direction will undoubtedly shunt
traffic to either Crest Road or Stratford Court, the only two alternatives for through traffic. I think this is a
terrible idea and request that the alternative plan, to keep four lanes of traffic on Camino del Mar, be adopted.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Linda and Frank Chisari
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To: Planning Department – Del Mar
From: Rick Ehrenfeld
Re: EIR and specific plan.
These comments relate to the Del Mar Village Specific Plan Environmental Impact Report
Notice of Preparation.
raise the height limit to 26’-0” on the western side of Camino del Mar to match the
allowed height limit on the eastern side;
While this statement is technically accurate, it belies the complexity of the height calculation on the
west side of Camino del Mar, which results from the steeply sloping lots. The challenge and
implications of matching the height “at” Camino del Mar (which is the 26'-0'' referenced) needs to be
studied in the context of the heights going west from CDM, and should be referenced.
Aesthetics The EIR will evaluate the proposed Village Specific Plan in terms of its
potential effects on Village character and to the quality of public views. A program-level
Visual Impact Analysis for the Village Specific Plan will be included as a technical
appendix to the EIR, and will form the basis for the EIR aesthetics discussion. The
Visual Impact Analysis and EIR will address all relevant visual issues for CEQA
compliance, including views, bulk and scale, architectural style, and light/glare.
Emphasis will be placed on evaluating the Village area’s key visual resources and
views, including scenic views of the Pacific Ocean, the urban forest, and the Village
community and its landscapes. Individual residents’ private views are protected through
the existing Del Mar Municipal Code. As a program-level analysis, potential effects on
the Village’s visual character will be addressed through evaluating the proposed
Village Specific Plan’s build-out allowances and design guidelines relative to
architectural mass and scale and overall aesthetic compatibility with the desired Village
character.
The word “Village” is confusing in this paragraph. The phrase “Village Specific Plan” is
followed by the phrase “potential effects on Village character.” Does the reference to “Village
character” include the entire town of Del Mar, including the adjoining residential areas, or is it
the character of the Village specific plan area? Are all references to Village – the specific plan
area? Are the “Village community” and the “Village area” something different? This should be
clarified. I feel that the Village character should include the surrounding residential areas –
maybe the change is simply one of semantics, but as it stands it is confusing.
The Aesthetics section needs to specifically reference the visual impacts upon the adjoining
residential properties. The “character” discussions should include the interface with the
neighboring residences and community.
The Design Review Ordinances include protections beyond views, there are references to
privacy, and light and air ,etc. I am not sure if this paragraph excludes these items
intentionally? I think that references to DRO protections beyond views would be appropriate.
I would like to see air quality and noise studies for parking structures specifically called out in
the EIR.
Thanks

Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: attention: Kathleen Garcia

From: Ellis Family
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 11:43 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: attention: Kathleen Garcia

RE: Subject- Thursday, January 12th public meeting on the Village Specific Plan
Comment: We would like it noted that our family does not agree with the city's
intended plan for the next 30 years. We, the people who actually live here and pay
the taxes, who use this village, do not feel it is in our best interests. We do not want
the structural heights raised; especially on the West side of Camino Del Mar. Not
only will this block homeowner views, the low-income apartment housing created is
not needed or desired by the residents. We already have enough complaints about
commercial tenant noise from the surrounding homes recently created in the
commercial zone.
We do not want single lane streets running through town. Be practical. What we
need is development more in line with what has been done to highway 101 in
Encinitas. They are doing a wonderful job of revitalizing their downtown area. We
need ONE LEVEL SIDEWALK RUNNING THE LENGTH OF THE TOWN; from the
racetrack to the reserve. THAT will help this town become "pedestrian friendly"!
Now, people have to walk through dirt, trip on uneven bricks, walk into the street,
just to walk from the hotels at one side of town to the restaurants on the other. It is
a shame. Give us more businesses that the "locals" can and will use; not all the high
end retail and fancy restaurants.
Our city looks tired and sad while Solana Beach and Encinitas are re-developing to
look tidy and modern. This plan needs more work.
Respectfully submitted,
The Ellis Family
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: Village Specific Plan

From: false
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2012 10:22 AM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: Village Specific Plan

To whom it may concern,
As an Architect and planner who has lived in Del Mar for 30 years I must object to the
orchestrated effort to restrict traffic flow from 2 lanes N&S to 1 lane in each direction.
This would create a traffic nightmare for anyone who needs to travel up and down the coast
to do the normal activities of a local resident or business person, while doing nothing to promote a "pedestrian
friendly" downtown.
While roundabouts, relaxation of F.A.R. restrictions and height limit flexibility are good ideas, the existing
sidewalks and bike lanes are more than wide enough to allow for pedestrian circulation as well as sidewalk
gathering places and seating.
Let's not allow a few vocal activists create an intolerable situation for anyone who needs
to shop, work or visit the adjacent towns of La Jolla, Solana Beach and Encinitas. The only
drivers who won't mind the gridlock of a 1 lane road in each direction will be tourists and other non-locals.
Sincerely,
Daniel Jensvold, Architect
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Jeanette Brown
Subject:

FW: Camino Del Mar modifications

From: Harold Feder
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 10:59 AM
To: Kathleen A. Garcia
Cc: Subject: Camino Del Mar modifications

Kathy,
I have read Joel Holliday’s e mail to the City and could not agree more with Joel’s assessment. Any attempt to
modify traffic patterns on Camino Del Mar(which I favor) must be coordinated with serious actions to ensure
that the reduced traffic on the main artery does not result in increased traffic in the neighborhoods. I would
suggest that if there is an experimental period on Camino Del Mar, that during this same
period, experimental traffic calming measures are used in the neighborhood. Only then will the community
be able to fully access the change.
Harold
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Jeanette Brown
Subject:

FW: Village Specific Plan

From: John Giebink
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 7:37 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: Village Specific Plan
Kathleen Garcia:
This is in response to your "Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report/Notice of an EIR Scoping
Meeting."
I appreciate the opportunity to provide input to the process and hope that it will be helpful to you.
The major missing piece as I see it is the impact that the proposed specific plan will have on the adjacent residential
zones. Traffic and parking will spill over (more like a deluge) on to the residential neighborhoods on both the east and
west side of Camino Del Mar (CDM.) Traffic circles at 9th and 11th streets will abolish the effect that the "no left turn"
signals have had in diminishing through traffic. In fact that in combination with narrowing Camino Del Mar will no doubt
lead to a continual stream of traffic up and down Stratford Court. I have heard that speed bumps have been proposed as
a mitigation, but they are not likely to have an effect; speed bumps may slow traffic, but they do not decrease it. If speed
bumps were the answer, why are they not planned for CDM?
Parking is also an issue. Currently Luneta, Stratford and all the cross streets branching off from CDM are pretty well
parked full on weekdays all year round and completely filled during the summer months. The rezone will lead to even
more parking and consequent traffic congestion. This gets to be a complicated issue because increasing provisions for
parking would probably lead to more traffic. Also increasing parking might mean a parking structure and that also would
be problematic in Del Mar.
If the rezone does lead to more businesses including bars and restaurants, there will also be an increase in pollution,
noise and public drunkenness. The adjacent residential neighborhoods will be affected by these factors.
The EIR must account for the potential the rezone has for creating divisiveness in the community and it should definitely
address the inequality of the burden that the rezone would have on the residents of Del Mar; all of the negative spill over
associated with the rezone (noise, pollution, traffic, parking etc. will fall on those living next to downtown. A partial test of
the equality/inequality would be to present a rezone that would mandate that the increase in traffic on Stratford Court and
Luneta be limited to the same percent increase as occurs on Van Dyke and Balboa during the same time period.
Overall the question should be, "Does the proposed rezone positively or negatively affect the quality of life for all of the
residents of Del Mar?
Thanks again for the chance to let you know our concerns.
John and Mary Giebink
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Jeanette Brown
Subject:

FW: Camino Del Mar modifications

From: Judd G. Halenza
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 11:37 AM
To: Kathleen A. Garcia
Cc: Subject: RE: Camino Del Mar modifications

Joel Holiday’s comments sum up my feelings about the direction of the EIR. We must recognize as a community right
from the start the potential negative impact of traffic diversion onto residential streets and come up with acceptable
solutions. An unmitigatable overriding condition will not be a solution to this issue that is acceptable to the community.

Judd G. Halenza
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: village plan

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Healy, John
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 2:54 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: village plan
I believe that eliminating lanes from camino del mar would be a grievous erroe.
Some of us work and leave and return to our Del Mar homes each day
The negative effects on adjacent residential streets would be certain
Fewer "customers" would come to Del Mar as traffic,especially during the fair and races,would be hideous for
all(including residents,especially residents).
To remove traffic capacity for the general public in North County is selfish,small minded,and petty and unworthy of we
Del Mar citizens
John Healy
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: EIR Comments-Village Specific Plan

From: Joel Holliday
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 8:40 AM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: EIR Comments-Village Specific Plan

Dear Ms. Garcia:
This is a request that the EIR for the Village Specific Plan include:
 The impact on traffic on neighborhood streets resulting from the changes on Camino del Mar (e.g. 2 lanes to
1). In particular, the impact on streets that have historically been used as alternatives to Camino del Mar when
traffic on CDM is congested should be studied. For example, Crest Road, Stratford Ct., Luneta, and other streets
that might be tempting "shortcuts".
Del Mar's location and history as a north‐south corridor for commuters and other vehicle users will always mean
that the residential nature of the town and the character of the town as a walking/strolling environment will be
negatively impacted by substantial amounts of through traffic. Virtually all questionnaires and studies that have
asked residents about their concerns have identified "traffic on neighborhood streets" as a major concern,
which, I believe, validate the importance of this issue. The innovative ideas centered around the downtown
village area being a "park and walk" area, and making CDM more pedestrian‐oriented, and less dominated by
vehicular traffic are very positive. We need, however, to ensure that negative unintended consequences do not
degrade the other areas of town.


Identify

potential mitigating actions that should be taken to deal with increased traffic pressure on other
neighborhood streets and discourage the use of residential streets from being used as alternatives to
CDM. These measures, some of which have already been taken by the City to address citizens' previous
concerns include: restricted turns during certain times, strategically‐placed landscaping to prevent problematic
turns, traffic‐calming and streetscape features that limit speed and discourage use of the street as a faster
alternative to CDM, speed bumps, street closures, and one‐way streets.

The current brief mention in the EIR scoping of traffic issues should, I believe, be expanded to ensure that this issue is
given the attention and importance it deserves.

Thank you.
Joel Holliday
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Jeanette Brown
Subject:
Attachments:

FW: Village Specific Plan EIR
Trip Generation Table.pdf

From: Rich J
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 2:38 PM
To: Kathleen A. Garcia
Cc: Harold Feder Gloria Sandvik); Marc & Judy Schuckit); Henry Abarbanel - Private; Beth Levine; Carl Hilliard); Hilliard;
Rosanne Holliday; Joel Holliday
Subject: Village Specific Plan EIR
Kathy - Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the NOP for the
above mentioned project. Based on a quick analysis(see below), it
appears that approximately 11,000 additional weekday vehicular trips
will be generated by the project. We have worked very hard for the 23
years that I have lived here to maintain a pedestrian friendly
community. As the project moves forward, I hope that the City will be
mindful of the need as articulated by Joel Holliday and others, to
provide appropriate review of and mitigation for the impacts of
additional traffic on residential streets in Del Mar.
Rich Jamison
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Jamison, Rich

Land Use

Proposed
Increase

Weekday Trip
Generation

Additional Trips

Residential(MF)

138 units

8/unit

1104

Hotel

43 rooms

10/room

430

Retail

130,295 s.f.

70/1000 s.f.*

9121

Office

354 s.f.

450/acre

?

Civic

6534 s.f.

30/1000 s.f.

196

Public Park

4140 s.f.

50/acre

?

Total

10851

Source: City of Del Mar EIR NOP, City of San Diego Trip Generation Manual
*Conservative average of restaurant/retail uses

Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: NOP Village Specific Plan

From: ALICE MCNALLY
Subject: NOP Village Specific Plan
Date: January 10, 2012 12:16:59 PM PST
To: Planning@delmar.ca.us,
City of Del Mar
Comments on the Village Specific Plan
Issues to be addressed:
.TRANSIT
. Restoring train service
. track and stops under Camino Del Mar. (The Swiss did this in the 1800s with pick axes!)
.Shuttle service to and from from Solana Beach Station.
. two lanes
.more bike lanes
.wider sidewalks and dining
PARKING
.below ground parking structures only for village and train service
.diagonal parking on Camino Del Mar.
REVITALIZE
.subsidize merchants to encourage galleries and shops in which to browse
.encourage more stores such as hardware, alternative pharmacies, grocery
CHARACTER and CHARM
.Protect the CHARACTER and Charm by increasing historic designation to include more buildings
such as Enfuego, Sunflower, Julie's, Jimmy O's, Bully's and the old 76 station at the corner of 13th
. VIEWS
. density will cause more obstruction from both private and public spaces.
URBAN FORREST
.maintain
.gives our Village its charm and makes it unique
AIR
. idling makes more pollution than a car actually moving through town at a reasonable speed.
.bring people to town by accessible and reliable transit. (run on time)
WATER and UTILITIES
. underground for all new construction
.repair infrastructure before expanding
.Join San Diego in the suite against the Metropolitan Water District for charging more that it actually costs to
transport our water!
STORM DRAINS and POLLUTION
1

.Sweep Streets throughly! Do not allow parking on the street during Street Sweeping hours and Sweep
all of them. This will mean getting an earlier start.
.Do not use herbicides in our storm drains. Take care of them on a regular bases keep them clear!
LANDSCAPE
.indigenous plants only
.organic fertilizers only
.mint oil spray to remove bee's from meters etc. Not poison!
.NOISE
.noise will be increased and can't be mitigated.
HOUSING
. the increases will all need parking and what planned is inadequate.
.overcrowding will be a problem and change the CHARACTER of the Village
.displacement of residents and shops must be avoided
PUBLIC SERVICES AND EMERGENCY VEHICLES
. must have access and space to serve and protect
.will need to increase police protection
RECREATION
.designation of more places to gather and play
PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
. public vote
MORE CONCERNS:
.who does this really benefit? The community, or the DEVELOPERS?
.affordable?
.can we properly build out and maintain?
.mitigation is always a second choice!
Alice McNally
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: include in EIR

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Alice McNally
Sent: Saturday, January 14, 2012 10:49 AM
To: Planning Mail Box
Cc: Emily Bernardo
Subject: include in EIR
Kathleen Garcia,
Really enjoyed the meeting thurs nite. Especially the cookies!
Please include underground parking with charging stations for the electric cars.
An alternative fuel station and
and moving the track under Camino Del Mar and restoring the train service.
These all make Del Mar a destination!!! Not just a place to drive thru on the way home!!!
Alice Scull McNally
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: Village Revitalization/A Suggestion

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: John Nalevanko
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 11:52 AM
To: Conversations
Subject: Village Revitalization/A Suggestion

Dear Sirs and Madams involved in the Village Revitalization.
I attended the last workshop and although I am in general agreement with pushing ahead with most of the
proposed aesthetic enhancements of the downtown village area, I am not convinced they will help attract more visitors
to the City and thus improve the bottom line of local businesses. I hope the improvements will help local businesses, but
I am not so sure they will.
Of all the suggestions to revitalize downtown, I think increasing the floor area, increasing the height limit on the
west side, and increasing the number of parking spaces will do the most, but I do not believe that alone will help all that
much.
That said, the one thing that a couple of business people spoke about at the workshop was that even though the
racetrack and the Fair provides a temporary boost to business and provides a "draw" to bringing people to Del Mar to
enjoy the local restaurants, etc., after the races end and the Fair closes and summer is over, nothing exists to replace
those "draws" or people generators...
You see, even though shopping malls are really a collection of small businesses (like downtown Del Mar),
shopping malls have "people generators" (large department stores) at each end. Del Mar does not have this has an
option, so something else needs to be considered to be that "people generator"...
My suggestion is to consider building a public pier at at the foot of 15th Street and connected to Seagrove Park
that will be the year long "people generator" that Del Mar very much needs.
A pier will not only enlarge the public area of Seagrove Park, but is something that can be used year round, not
to mention that if it designed well, it could be an instant landmark.
The pier could have a restaurant or two at the end as well like many do.
Del Mar needs "something" to bring people into town on a year round basis, and I believe a public pier is one
way to accomplish that.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
John
John Nalevanko Architect AIA
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: Village Specific Plan EIR issues comments

From: RALPH PECK
Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2012 10:36 AM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: Village Specific Plan EIR issues comments
City of Del Mar Planning & Community Dev. Dept. <planning@delmar.ca.us>
Attn Kathleen Garcia, Director Following are my comments on the issues to be covered in the proposed EIR for the Village Specific Plan 1. Any Specific Plan has to comply with the General Plan. The Del Mar General Plan states that "thorough reviews
should be undertaken every three years to test the validity of its contents." That means to reflect the
broadly-based attitudes of Del Mar residents. Since there has been no thorough reviews since 1976, it should be
questioned whether any Specific Plan complies with a General Plan that reflects the attitudes of the residents in
2012. Maybe a thorough review of the GP should be made prior to developing any SP.
2. Although an EIR may not be involved with the legal requirements of the US Constitution and Calif. Corp. Code,
the non-discrimination clauses contained therein do have an affect on a new mixed-use zone, development
standards and design guidelines for individually owned private properties in the new zone. Mixed-use, new
standards and guidelines would have to be allowed uniformly throughout the zone. Certainly, mixed-use would have
to be considered whether it would drastically change the character of the commercial area as described in the GP.
3. Raising the height limit to 26' above CDM on both sides of CDM DOES NOT match the existing height limit on
the east side. It would create discriminatory 3-story buildings (higher than 26') on the west side of CDM, which
could create an undesirable wall to view from residences on the west side of the commercial zone (laid-back, lowkey village).
4. Provision should be currently made in the SP for development of parking structures that will make sure that all
parking required for the future development and existing shortage of required parking in the commercial zone be
provided within the commercial zone and not allowed to spill-over into the residential zones.
5. Redesign of CDM to less than a 4-lane main street should not even be considered. Redesign was proposed, and a
test made of doing so a few months ago was soundly opposed by the residents, which should be an indication of
what the residents view of CDM is in their GP today.
6. The EIR, under "Project Alternatives", should fully explain "HOW" the proposed Specific Plan will arrive at the
proposed goal of implementing the vision of the Community Plan (GP) better than just amending the current GP and
implementing rules and regulations.
Thank you for considering the above.
Ralph Peck
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: DMV Specific Plan Scoping

From: Barbara Stegman
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2012 3:41 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: DMV Specific Plan Scoping

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on DEIR, though it is difficult to comment on a partially
defined project. For example, the Notice of Preparation does not say what standards will be used to achieve the
large floor area increases indicated. Will there be an over-all increase, or project by project? As another
example, what type(s) of traffic controls will exist if Camino Del Mar is narrowed and roundabouts installed?
That said, I offer the following comments based on what I can deduce from the Notice. Comments are listed
under headings used in the Notice of Preparation, and I apologize if not all my comments are applicable for
DEIR consideration.
Project Description:
Parking structures are given as a new use. The DEIR should study potential locations and consider, if needed,
mitigation for increasing traffic flow in certain areas. This is particularly important if parking structures are
located so as to permit/encourage traffic to use residential streets to approach them. If, as I have heard, CEQA
no longer involves parking studies, somehow the public should be made aware of any proposed changes in
parking standards, and whether or not parking spaces will be required to exist before a project can be approved.
Although not indicated here, hotels are another new use, with no indication of any proposed size (room
number) or location limitations. While I'm not sure that this is a DEIR concern, there needs to be some kind of
a Conditional Permit to protect against a hotel(s) utilizing (major amounts of?) street frontage.
Are additional open (park/plaza) spaces proposed for certain locations, or are they expected to be proposed as
part of individual projects? If the later, how is future build-out size achieved?
Another new use is residential development at 20DU/acre. Again, this may not be a DEIR consideration, but
there needs to be some type of CUP to prevent the construction of apartment complexes (or any other size units)
on the street front.
There needs to be, somewhere, a discussion of any/all new uses proposed in either the new Mixed-use Zone or
the Public Facilities Zone.
Given the comment that build-out is expected to occur at 1435 Camino Del Mar, please discuss the validity (if
any) of the three existing Specific Plans, if this plan is adopted.
How will land use and zoning for the Plaza and Garden Plans be "refined"? Will this "refinement" create the
possibility of increased traffic at the 15th St. intersection or elsewhere? If so, mitigation will need to be
considered by the DEIR.
Aesthetics:
The "potential effects of the plan on the Village's visual character" should be shown visually. At minimum
there should be
a street front elevation showing the entire, built-out potential project with a comparison to what exists now.
Existing, established view corridors should be shown.
With regard to building heights, there should be a clear indication of where any proposed building could
possibly exceed the standard 26 ft. limit anywhere in the Zone.
1

Population and Housing:
The DEIR needs to examine the impact of the proposed new dwelling units on the Housing Element.
Further, additional commercial space implies additional workers. While future employee salaries are
unknown, the EIR needs to factor reasonable expectations into our fair share/ affordable housing requirements,
and suggest mitigation measures if needed.
The DEIR should explore the possibility of (mitigation?) measures to support designating at least some
portion of the new units as "affordable" housing.
Transportation/Traffic:
Based on the proposal to narrow Camino Del Mar to two lanes, the DEIR needs to consider solutions that
will not worsen existing conditions. Therefore,:
The study needs to consider how the proposed major development east of I-5 will affect traffic into/through
Del Mar.
The traffic study needs to consider Jimmy Durante Blvd. as a major entry arterial to the City, which it is at
least one third of the year during Fairgrounds summer events and additionally when there are other Ag District
events and whenever there is a tie-up on the I-5.
Traffic counts should include high volume events at the Fairgrounds (e.g. the. Fair and Races} These counts
should include the volume of traffic merging into southbound Camino Del Mar from Jimmy Durante, and
include "rush hour" traffic, not just a daily average. The DEIR needs to consider how this traffic can be
integrated into a single Camino Del Mar lane at this point without backing up into a solid queue in the NC
Zone.
If the Specific Plan does not intend to remove the traffic signal at 15th Street, the study needs to consider
mitigation for the traffic that often blocks the center lane of northbound Camino Del Mar at the left turn light
during the beach season. This queue would completely block a single lane street.
The traffic study needs to consider the vehicles that often block curbside lanes during deliveries and how to
accommodate
their needs without blocking the single traffic lane.
The study needs to show how pedestrians crossing Camino Del Mar will be protected at and between
roundabouts.
And at last, a category of my own: Specific Plan Enforcement. Specific Plans lay out specifics, but these fall
by the wayside as the individuals who proposed them want changes. One has only to compare the voted-on
Plaza and Hotel Specific Plans with what exists on the ground today, to see the many(un-voted on) deviations
from the original. The DEIR should discuss means of ensuring compliance and/or standards for deviation from
compliance.
Thank you for your consideration.
Barbara Stegman
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Jeanette Brown
From:
Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: Proposed Del Mar Specific Plan

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From:
Sent: Saturday, January 14, 2012 12:41 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: Proposed Del Mar Specific Plan
Comments on Proposed Del Mar Specific Plan
The limits of the Transportation/Traffic section of the Proposed Del Mar Specific Plan as published is so limited that I
would not be able to vote in favor of the Plan as it stands; therefore, I am submitting my suggestions! I speak for many
other older residents when I say that I would like to have a plan that I would be happy to vote for. I have been a resident
of Del Mar for almost 60 years, and the configuration of Camino Del Mar has been an ever‐present dilemma; I like it the
way it is now!
I am aware that the Committee is, thankfully, planning/offering to provide alternate plans.
My big concern is that the residents, merchants, and visitors are never mentioned, I am concerned that they/we are not
considered part of the "environment" in going forward with the EIR.
My primary concern is with the Transportation/Traffic portion of the plan. I could never vote in favor of a two‐lane
Camino Del Mar unless I could understand exactly HOW the residents might benefit from such a construction.
On a two‐lane thoroughfare, for instance:
Where would private motor vehicles move to when the fire engine approaches with sirens blaring?
What happens if there is an accident on a two‐lane thoroughfare?
How do round‐abouts enhance pedestrians' street crossing?
Will Stratford Court and Crest Drive be enhanced for movement of extra
North (to the
traffic from Del Mar Heights Road to the
P.O. for instance?)
How does one emerge from a parking spot on Camino Del Mar and re‐enter
the stream of constantly flowing
traffic?
What would happen in case of a major disaster to the south of Del Mar and
evacuation routes?
all available roadways are enlisted as
Is any sort of timeline suggested for the implementation of different elements of the Plan?
Respectfully
Sarah Dubin‐Vaughn
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Jeanette Brown
Subject:

FW: Comments on Village Specific Plan Program EIR Notice of Prep

From: On Behalf Of Dwight Worden
Sent: Saturday, January 14, 2012 10:33 AM
To: Kathleen A. Garcia
Subject: Comments on Village Specific Plan Program EIR Notice of Prep

Kathy and staff:
Please accept the following from me on the Notice of Prep for the Village Specific Plan Program EIR. These
are really more in the form of questions than comments:
1. Under the section on "aesthetics" the EIR proposes to address public view issues noting that private views are
protected by the existing DMMC. Question: will there be extension of the existing private view protection to
the mixed use residential units proposed in the Specific Plan, or will they not have view protection? This was a
controversial issue for the Form Based Code Committee which ultimately recommended no view protection for
new mixed use private residences in the CC zone, although a minority, including me, saw it otherwise and
thought there should be view protection so that all home owners/residents are treated the same. This may be
more of a policy decision than an environmental issue, but it is likely to come up. Similarly, there was much
discussion about whether or not view protection might be needed for commercial projects--for example the
owner who is willing to rebuild per the plan if he/she can include a restaurant with a beautiful view deck, add
upstairs offices with an ocean view, etc., but who may not do so if afraid those views will not be protected and
can be blocked. In this sense lack of commercial view protection could possibly impede project implementation.
2. Under Green House gases: If the revitalization plan succeeds, more people will be able to walk/bike to
shopping, dining, etc., and others will drive fewer miles. Will there be calculations for these kids of offsets in
the GHG analysis in addition to analysis of the impacts of traffic and building designs?
Overall, the NOP is very well done and thorough. As an aside, I note that assuming the EIR follows the NOP,
the topics required to be addressed by Measure B are likely to be covered.
Best,
Dwight Worden
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22ND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION
State of California

January 23, 2012
fE-mailed and mailed]
City of Del Mar
Planning and Community Development Department
Attn: Kathleen Garcia

1050 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014
Subject:

Comments on the Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Impact Report for
the Village Specific Plan

Dear Ms. Garcia,
Thank you for providing the 22'd District Agricultural Association (22,d DAA) an opportunity to
comment on the Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the City of Del Mar's proposed Village Specific Plan. As
a Sovereign entity within the City's jurisdictional boundary, the 22" DAA is very interested in the future
planning of the City.
Though the 22'd DAA strived to comment on the NOP 30 days from its receipt; however, the
Christmas and New Year's holidays prevented key staff from being able to review and respond. Given
the issuance of the NOP during this holiday period, the 22'd DAA feels that the late submittal of this
letter should not preclude its contents from being considered in the EIR prepared for the proposed
project.
The following are the 22'd DAA's comments on the NOP for the proposed Village Specific Plan.
Project Description
The CEQA document proposed is a program level analysis. Based on the type of CEQA document, the

22'd DAA assumes that the types of uses desired are known but the exact development is not yet
known. Program level analyses require subsequent CEQA analysis when specific development projects
are proposed. Please discuss how the program level CEQA document will be used with future
development proposals and the process that will be undertaken for subsequent CEQA analysis.

2260 Jimmy Durante Boulevard· Del Mar, California 92014-2216
TELEPHONE (858) 755·1161 • FAX. (858) 755.7820
www.sdfair.com

Ms. Kathleen Garcia
22

nd

DAA NOP Comments on Village Specific Plan EIR

January 23, 2012

The project description included in the NOP consists of six bullet points, two paragraphs and a table that
identifies a significant increase in residential units, hotel rooms, and retail, restaurant and personal
services square footages. It is unclear from the description what the goals/objectives of the project are.
It is also difficult to ascertain if the projected build out is the desired outcome or if it represents a
'worst-case' scenario to be used for CEQA analysis purposes.
The project description describes three additional specific plans that have been approved that appear to
be encompassed by the proposed Village Specific Plan. It appears entitlements of one approved specific
plan (Garden Del Mar) and a portion of another (Plaza Specific Plan) are included in Table 1; this implies
that the build-out totals shown are not representative of the proposed project. Please provide
additional clarification on these other approved specific plans, how they are affected by the proposed
project and most importantly, clarify that the build out summary shown is or is not a result of the
proposed project.
The NOP should have included a discussion on the proposed project's goals and objectives or at the very
least, provided a bullet point listing of the project objectives.
Air Quality

In February of 2010, the 22

0d

DAA submitted a comment letter to the City of Del Mar on the Mitigated

Negative Declaration (MND) prepared for the proposed Camino Del Mar Circulation and Parking Pilot
Program. In that comment letter (Attachment A) the 22

0d

DAA expressed specific concerns related to

potential air quality impacts associated with reducing Camino Del Mar from four lanes to two lanes. No
response to these comments was ever received. Since the proposed project similarly proposes the
reduction of lanes on Camino Del Mar, the 22

nd

DAA formally resubmits these comments and requests

that these comments be addressed in the DEIR.
Land Use

Similar to air quality discussed above, the 22

0d

DAA submitted comments on statements made in the

land use section of the MND for the Camino Del Mar Circulation and Parking Pilot Program. Although not
mentioned in the NOP for the Village Specific Plan, the Camino Del Mar Circulation and Parking Pilot
Program provided justification for the reduction in lanes on Camino Del Mar. The MND relied on an
outdated and vague reference in the existing Community Plan. Again, no response to comments
submitted was received. The 22

0d

DAA formally resubmits these comments and requests that these

comments be addressed in the DEIR.
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Ms. Kathleen Garcia
22f1d DAA NQP Comments on Village Specific Plan EIR
January 23,2012

Additionally, the 22 0d DAA is concerned that the increase in land use types will result in significant
impacts to and conflicts with various elements/components of the Community Plan; in particular, the
traffic and housing elements. A complete and thorough evaluation of how the proposed project is or is
not compatible with these elements, as well as others and the effects of the proposed land use
increases on these plans is needed.

Public Services
The proposed project includes the reduction of lanes on Camino Del Mar (from four to two). A reduction
in lanes could result in significant impacts to response times of police, fire and emergency services. As
discussed in the 22

0d

DAA's attached comment letter on the Camino Del Mar Circulation and Parking

Pilot Program, a full analysis of the potential impacts to these services needs to be included in the DEIR.
The 22

0d

DAA formally resubmits these comments and requests that these comments be addressed in

the DEIR.

Transportation and Traffic
The 22 0d DAA expressed significant concerns when they City of Del Mar proposed the Camino Del Mar
Circulation and Parking Pilot Program. Similar to that proposed project, the Village Specific Plan
proposes the reduction in lanes on Camino Del Mar from four to two. Using conservative estimates from
SANDAG's Brief Guide of Vehicular Traffic Generation Rates for the San Diego Region, daily trips resulting
from the project are likely to be in excess of 8,500 trips per day. Given the existing levels of service on
the four lane Camino Del Mar, it does not seem possible to simultaneously increase daily trips and
reduce the carrying capacity of the primary north/south roadway through the City without causing
significant traffic impacts.
While the 22

0d

DAA understands that a new traffic impact analysis (TIA) will be prepared for the

proposed project, the22nd DAA formally resubmits its comments on the City's Camino Del Mar
Circulation and Parking Pilot Program. The new TIA should take these comments into consideration and
provide a reasonable and logical analysis that addresses them within the text of the DEIR.

Cumulative Impacts
The cumulative analysis prepared for the proposed project should include a complete listing of all
projects used in the analysis (past, present and reasonably anticipated future projects). The 22 0d DAA
suggests communication/coordination on this topic so that the cumulative analysis includes an accurate
listing of reasonably anticipated future projects that the 22 0d DAA has identified in its 2008 Master Plan.
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Ms. Kathleen Garcia
22

nd

DAA NOP Comments on Village Specific Plan EIR

January 23,2012

The 22"d DAA appreciates the opportunity to comment on the NOP for the Village Specific Plan. We are
hopeful that the DEIR prepared will be a thorough and comprehensive evaluation of the proposed
projects individual and cumulative impacts. We look forward to reviewing the DEIR. If you have any
questions about the comments contained in this letter, please don't hesitate to contact me at
858.792.4212 or via email atdfuller@sdfair.com.

Sincerely yours,
22"d District Agricultural Association

4'~
Dustin J. Fuller
Sr. Environmental Planner
Cc: Tim Fennell, CEO/General Manager, 22"d DAA
Becky Bartling, COO/Deputy General Manager, 22"d DAA
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Attachment A
22nd DAA NOP Comments
on Village Specific Plan EIR
January 23, 2012

ZlND mSTIUCT AGR1CllLTUItAL ASSOCIATION

February 3, 2010

State of Caiifnrnia

Mr. Brian F, Mooney
Interim Planning and Community Development Director
City of Del Mar
1050 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014
Subject:

Comments on the Drdft Mitigated Negative Deciar"tion (MND) for the proposed
Camino Del Mar Circulation and Parking Pilot Program

Dear Me Mooney:
The 22 0d District Agricultural Association (22 od DAA) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments
on the draft MND for the above listed project. The 22" DAA would also like to thank the City of Del Mar
0d
(City) for granting an extension to the public review period for the proposed projeGt. The 22 DAA
would like to be clear in that it is not our Intention to stop this project; however, after a brief review of
the Draft MND it was clear that the proposed projects impacts were not adequately evaluated or
mitigated. Our comments on the draft MND afe as follows,
section I., Land Use and Planning; The MND states that both the Transportation and Community
Development elements of the Del Mar Community Plan call for the reduction of travel lanes. First, the
existing Community Plan was drafted in 1976, with amendments to address recreational uses and the
City's Local Coastal Plan completed in 1985 and amendments to address storm water completed in
2002. ConSidering the age of the document (a minimum of 25 years old for some sections and In excess
of 30 years for Transportation and Community Development elements), we would suggest that an
update to both elements be undertaken to provide a more 'up to date' evaluation of potential impacts,
While lane reduction may have been warranted in 1976, the City and the area surrounding it have seen
significant changes in the last 34 years. Second, it is unclear exactly what the Community Plan
recommends. Hand drawn squares represent areas where 'one travel lane each direction' is proposed.
At best, the exact location of where one travel lane is recommended is obscure. The recommendation
provided on page 49 of the Community Plan states that Camino Del Mar should be changed back to a
"residential" street; however, no mention of a reduction in travel lane is proVided nor is a definition of
'residential street' included.
Reference is made to 'temporarily' cha nging of travel lanes from two to one, Please define what is
meant by this statement Are we to assume that, regardless of the outcome, this segment of roadway
will be restriped to two travel lanes?
Section V .• Air Quality; The Draft MND disregards any potential air quality impacts with the assumption
that 'the proposed pilot program will reduce the flow of traffic through Camino Del Mar'. This
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assumption is unsubstantiated in both the Transportation stlldy prepared for the project and the
Transportation/Circulation issue area analysis provided in the Draft MND. Table 5-5 (provided in the
attached Transportatloll Study) clearly shows a reduction in level of service (LOS) from LOS C to E along
Camino Del Mar from 12th to 15th Street during the weekday and Saturday periods. Table 5-6 (provided
in the attached Transportation Study) shows that the proposed project reduces the LOS from B to Eat
the interseLiions of Camino Del Mar and 12th Street and Camino Del Mar and 13'· Street during the
weekday. On Saturday's the LOS at Camino Del Mar and 13th Street decreases from C to E while the LOS
at Camino Del Mar and 12'h Street decreases from Cto F.
The Draft MND fails to consider the air quality impacts associated with the reduction in LOS at
intersections within the project area. Specifically, a carbon monoxide (CO) 'hot spot' analysis should be
Included to determine the proposed projects effect on local CO levels at those intersections were LOS
drops to D or worse. An unsubstantiated statement that the pilot program will reduce traffic and an
assumption that 20% of trips will divert to another route, does not alleviate the City of the responsibility
to eval uate the potential air quality impacts of the project.
Section VI" Transportation/Circulation: The Draft MND relies on the Transportation Study prepared for
the proposed project for this section. As such, comments on this section are broken out into two
categories; Transportation Study and Draft MND Transportation/Circulation analysiS.

Transportation Study:
22"' DAA staff has reviewed the Transportation Study prepared by KOA Corporation. Comments are
arranged to follow the order of the Study.
Project Goals

The proposed project is intended to:
• Encourage pedestrians and non-motorized mobility by redUCing high speeds on City streets
• Provide additional on-street parking
• Maintain and encourage a safe bicycle environment.
However, the Study does not demonstrate (or even assert) that excessive speeds, limited pedestrian/nonmotorized mobility, or unsafe bicycling environments even exist. The study does acknowledge "existing
pedestrian deficiencies", but it relates these to topography (cliffs), uti.lities (heavy rail), and narrow or
missing Sidewalks, which are not a problem in the study area. What particular pedestrian/non-motorized
mobility deficiencies will the Proposed Project solve?
Parking deficienCies are asserted but not substantiated; is parking deficient all year long? On weekdays?
Weekends? Only during the summer? Was a parking occupancy study completed by KOA? By the City?
Given the potentlal cost to regional circulation in terms of congestion, it would be helpful to quantify the
benefit of net additional 5 - 18 parking spaces. In addition, the Community Plan recommends that a
comprehensive Downtown Parking Plan be drafted to address the parking needs of the Village Center
District, no such plan has been provided for review.
With r1?.spect to bicycles, the Study shows that Camino Del Mar is currently a Class II bike lane (striped and
stenciled one·way travel in each direction), but only states that "heavy" peak hour traffic creates "barriers"
for bicyclists. Incidentally, peak hour LOS under existing conditions is shown to be LOS C or better, which is
not representative of "heavy" traffic. The study ultimately concludes that with traffic diverted from Camino

•

Del Mar to the adjacent residential collector (Stratford Court), and with an additional assumed 20%
reduction/diversion, acceptable LOS D or better peak hour intersection operations would occur.
However, these conclusions are predicated upon peak hour volumes that may be too low when adiusted for
seasonal variation, and an important, unsupported traffic redistribution assumption. If traffic volumes are
indeed too low, and the redistribution assumptions do not bear out, the resu ltant peak hour lOS at the
intersections would degrade from LOS B (existing) to LOS ElF (weekday AM and Saturday peak hours),
causing significant hardship to bicycle users, and undermining the stated goals of the proposed projf'.ct.
Study Area
The Study relies heavily on the assumption that 20% or more of "Pass Through" traffic on Camino Del Mar
would be redistributed to 1-5 due to the expected inconvenience to pass-through commuters of the
Proposed Project and its resultant degradation in LOS at the key intersections. Conservatively, this could be
as low as 69 trips (20% if 343 56 PM peak hour trips at 15"' Street = 69). The stated SANTECflTE Guidelines
would require a freeway analysis for a project adding 50 or more directional peak hour trips. However,
Interstate 5 (1-5) is not analyzed, and neither are any potential ramp meters that could be affected by the
redistribution around the Proposed Project. These should be considered to keep the environmental
document defensible.

Finally, the City of Del Mar has repeatedly asserted in the past that cut-through traffic is a serious problem
on Crest Way, east of Camino Del Mar. The study area proposed in the Study only considers the potential
for cut-through traffic on Stratford Court to the west. The study area should be expanded to consider the
impacts to Crest Way to ensure that those residents are satisfied.
Chapter Z Methodologies
Analvsis
The Study analyzes the signalized and unsignalized intersections using the HCM methodology and the street
segments on a VIC basis. However, no peak hour segment (arterial) analysis is provided. While not strictly
required this analysis would seem reasonable and appropriate given the potential, significance peak hour
impacts to residents and commuters alike, and would be a helpful measure to demonstrate what type of
delay a corridor"user could expect.

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, a freeway analYSis appears to be required based on assumed 20%
minimum redistribution of traffic back to 1-5 (>50 peak hour trips).
The study should also elaborate on where the redistribution away from Camino Del Mar to 1-5 is expected
to occur and determine if ramp meter impacts at the freeway interchanges affected by the diverted traffic
could be expected.
Chapter 3 Existing Conditions (2009)

Traffic Counts
The Study states that the existing 2009 peak hour and daily traffic counts were conducted in October 2009,
which has been acknowledged by the City of Del Mar in dealings with the 22"d DAA to be the seasonal "offpeak", meaning that the City .experiences higher seasonal traffic in the winter, spring and summer with
activities at the Del Mar fairgrounds. Since these traffic volumes form the basis of both the existing and
project analysis, it is imperative that they reflect all of the seasonal variations the City experiences by virtue
of its coastal location, and the presence of the Del Mar Fairgrounds.

The 22"' DM, through its traffic consultant, Linscott, Law, and Greenspan (LLG) has recently conducted PM
peak hour and daily traffic counts for use ifl the traffic study prepared for the Del Mar Fairgrounds Master
·Plan Project. These volumes represent off-season (May), fair-season (June), and race-season (July)
"existing" counts. All of these counts include the increases in ambient, citvwide traffc that occurs during
these peak tourist months, and referred to generally as "beach traffic". It would be logical to assume that
the baseline counts used in the Study do not include increases in ambient, city-wide traffic that occurs
during these peak tourist months.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the PM peak hour traffic volumes among the four periods discussed above.
This table shows that two intersections in the study area, Camino Del Mar/iS" Street and camino Del
th
Mar/13 Street, may be underrepresented by 28%-61% in the Proposed Project due to the fall counts.
TABLE 1
EXISTING TRAFFIC VmUMES COMPARI!H'lN

PM PEAl{ HOURS

22nd OAA Filirifounds Master Plan Update Study
"..........___ _
IIOff Season"
"Fair Season'~
flRace Season"

Intersection

Entering
VolUme

2,447

CamIno Del Msr/
lS\h Street

I %Difference
I 48;;-

--,---1 - - - - - 1 - --,-10-1-1
Camino Del Marl
13* Street

Entering
Volume

%

Entering

%

DiffereJ1(a

Volume

Difference

--Z,-6-SZ-+---6-1-%--+--2-,-32-S-f---- %-,--;
41

28%

2

(7/08)

(6/08)

(S/07)

2,326

42% ---

---'-"~-':-'8-;-f---~~-'

d

Source: llG Engmeers' 112r District AgncuJturol ASSOCIatIon Mast!?r Plan Traff'c StudY} (Apn12009), and KOA Corporation s "Camino
Del Mar Pifot Program Transportation Study (December 2009).

Table 2 shows a similar comparison of the daily traffic volume for the same periods. This table shows that
the segment of Camino Del Mar from 14th Street to 11"' Street may under represent actual traffic volumes
by 31% to 101%.
TABLE" 2
EXISTING TKAfflt: VOLUMES COMPARISON

OAILV TRAFFIC VOLUMF.S. (ADTs)

Camino Del Mar Segment

22nd PM fairgro~nds Master Plan Update Study
"Race Season'"
"Fair Season"
j

CDM Pilot

Program

ItOff Season"

,1

_'<'~~!.:;l_ f- __.....(S~~7~c:c.

I

____+---:-=_(6/0S)

14th Street

toll th Street

AOT

ACT

%Difference

17,222

22,600

31%

ADT

(7/osl

--r- %
I
AOT
%
-I Oiff:_re__n_ce_+'_______-t-_D_iff_e_'_e_nc_e-l
!
i

34,700!

101%

25,000

45%

Source; lLG Engineers' "22M DIstrfct Agrfwltural AsSOclotJOn Moster Plan TraffiC Swdy'l (April 2009), and KOA CorporatIon's "Cammo

Del Mar PHat Program Transportation Study (December 2009),

These tables show the strong influence the seasonal variation of ambient traffic and Del Mar Fairground
traffic ploy' on volumes along the Camino Del Mar corridor. The analysis presented in the Study uses only
the fan (lowest) data, and therefore likely under represents the Proposed Project's impacts .

./:)!istinq Circulation Issues
The Study presents figures representing existing parking and speed/circulation conditions, but does not
quantify baseline parking occupancy or traffic speeds. Considering the stated goals of the Proposed Project,
as well as its potential significant impacts to vehicular mobility (capacity and speed), it would seem
reasonable for the study to establish a quantifiable baseline for parking and speeds against which to
measure project effects.
Chapter 4 Alternatives Refinement
Orculqjjo/J A.[,ernatives
The Study should provide documentation (citation) to support the use and safety and efficiency of both
"sharrows" and "back-in angled parking" with respect to bicycles.
Chapter 5 Existing + Project Conditions
Trip Diversion
The Study makes an important assumption that the operational degradation to LOS F along Camino Del Mar
due to the project will result trip diVersion to parallel routes (Stratford Court, 1-5, Crest Way). It further
assumes that trip diversion will occur until LOS E operations develop. Both of these assumptions are critical
to determining potential impacts to the alternative routes, yet neither assumption is supported in the text
by any facts.
For example, was SAN DAG's regional model used to provide a without and with project comparison? Why is
only Stratford Court analyzed, and not Crest Way or 1-5? Why would LOS E operations be conSidered the
threshOld for drivers to divert, and not LOS F, or LOS D?
The volumes diverted to Stratford Court represent only the fall "seasonal conditions". The analysis should
include the effects of the much higher summer, fair and race traffic as well.

Po.,s Thro@.h R~cf.l!..ction
Similarto Trip Diversion, the Study makes an important assumption about how much "pass through" traffic
from 1·5 would actually be diverted back to 1-5 because of the inconvenience caused by the Proposed
Project. The study relies on a 20% reduction to achieve LOS D or better intersection operations along the
corridor and therefore no significant impacts. The basis of the 20% needs to be cited because if it is less,
then significant project impacts would be calculated. FUlthermore, the baseline traffic volumes used in the
analysis apparently under represent the tounst season traffic; therefore, a revised analysis could conclude
that even the 20% value is in fact not enough for the project to avoid direct, significant impacts. Also, if
post-project LOS at the Camino Del Mar/IS'" Street intersection is LOS C, what is the incentive for 20% of
traffic to divert as assumed?
Southbound Lane Drol1
The consequences of reducing one direction of four· lane road from two· lanes to one include inevitable
congestion associated with the lane drop. This undesirable result of the Proposed Project is referenced only
in the Transit Circulation section, with respect to potential impacts to the bus stop. Lane drops are
extremely detrimental to traffic flow, and roadway designs typically strive to avoid them. The operational

analysis of the street system should address the queues and congestion that this design element will cause
under all traffic load (seasonal) conditions.
Table 5-2 (Opening Day Intersection Conditions [2010]) shows that the decrease in delay at the Camino Del
Mar/1S'" Street signalized intersection during the AM peak hour is 2.1 seconds with the project. A review of
the "nalysis sheets shows a single southbound left, thru and right turn lane, which would imply that the
southbound lane drop occurs north of IS" Street. Does the current #2 southbound lane become a 58 right
th
turn trap? What is the effect of the drop/trap On southbound Camino Del Mar traffic north of 15 Street?
Chapter 6 Safety
{:;ollision History
The Study references collision data for a four year period of 2004-2008, but does not include relevant data
to the project such as the time of day, cause and weather conditions. This Information is relevant to the
Study given that general, undefined safety enhancements are repeatedly stated as a major Intended benefit
of the Proposed ?roject. For example, if the majority of the collisions cited occurred on weekend nights as
the result of DUI, does the reported safety value of the Proposed Project still stand given proposal of back·in
angled parking and a lane drop? What is the potential fur rear-end and sideswipe collisions with
southbound lane drop?
Chapter 7 Pedestrians, Bicycles and Transit
Pedestrian Clrwlation
The Study cites five "positive effects on pedestrian facilities", but does not provide any quantifiable analysis
to support them. This section should reference the collision data to support the assertion that ped crossings
of a post-project (3-iane) Camino Del Marwould be safer than it is in eXisting conditions.
Bicycle Circulation
The Study states that a Class II bicycle facility is currently constructed on Camino Del Mar, but does not
quontify the benefit to riders with the conversion of back-in angled parking and/or the replacement of the
Class II markings with "sharrow" markings. At a minimum, the Study should provide references to published
studies that support the assertions that the Proposed Project design is better than the existing condition.
Transit Circulation
The Study states the only potential impact to transit could be the location of the southbound lane drop
(either north or south of 15'h Street), and that the North County Transit District (NTCD) agrees that the
project's potential impacts to transit travel time performance would be minimal. The effects should be
reevaluated using th" higher seasonal traffic volumes ossociatcd with the summer tourist seaSon. Also, a
more meaningful determination of impacts to transit performance could be made jf the arterial running
sp"ed pre-and-post project along the Camino Del Mar corridor were understood.

Chapter 8 Summary of Analysis
This section provides overall summary tables of the roadway segment and intersection impacts, but does
not make a determination of Significance as to whether these impacts are significant. Furthermore, this
section does not provide any summary of potential impacts to pedestrians, bicycles or transit. It should
include summari"s of impacts to all of these.
Chapter 9 Mitigation
As stated above, the Study does not identify significant impacts. However, a mitigation measure in the form
of a monitoring program appears to be suggested. This section should clarify if this is required mitigation,

and if so, for what impact. Also, any monitoring program should indude the extended study area (e.g., 1-5,
Crest Way, Camino Del Mar north of is''' Street, etc,) if necessary, based on comments in this letter.
Chapter 10 Conclusions
This section should be revised to include any new conclusions that arise from the extended analysis
suggested in tilis letter, Also, the amount of net new parking (5 spaces) should be clarified in the parking
section.
Draft MND Transportation/Circulation analysis:
For the reasons documented above, this section of the Draft MND should be revised to address
potential impacts of Increased traffic congestion, hazards to safety (specifically bicyclists), and
emergency access (specifically, how the proJect intends to mitigate the impacts to response times of
pOlice/fire vehicles).
Section IX., Hazards/Public Services: The proposed project does not adequately address the potential
impacts to emergency services induding response plans and fire/police acceSS. No analysis is provided
that addresses how emergency vehicles and personnel navigate through the 'merging of the lanes
proposed by the project. While the resulting travel lane may be of adequate width to accommodate an
emergency vehicle and adequate space will be provided to allow for cars to pull 'over allowing
emergency vehicles to pass; however, no discussion is included that addresses the impacts the proposed
project will have on response times of both fire and police. A drop in LOS from level C to E or F at the
Intersection of Camino Del Mar and 15 th Street could result in traffic backing up at the point where the
lanes merge, which is assumed to be north of 15t~ Street based on the information contained in the
Transportation Study. The resultant 'back up' of traffic at this point is not addressed nor is any analysis
provided that explains how this back up does or does not affect response times for police/fire vehicles.
It should be noted that the Del Mar Fire Department has one station located to the north of the
proposed project site. Emergency calls south of 15 th Street would require fire department vehicles to
utilize this intersection and merge point. The Draft MND needs to evaluate these potential impacts
rather than stating that no new services are needed because the project involves restrlping and nO new
roads are being built
Greenhouse Gas (GHGjEmissions: It is noted tnat no analysis of the projects potential to add to GHG
emissions is included. At a minimum, the project needs to address the potential for increased carbon
monoxide (CO) emissions resulting from reduced venicle speeds. The Draft MND should quantify existing
vehicle emissions in the City and provide a comparison against the proposed project A discussion of
how. the project proposes to reduce existing greenhouse gas emissions needs to be included, Any
impacts associated with increased CO emissions need to be mitigated,
Mitigation Measures: The Draft MND indicates that one issue area may have a "potentially significant
impact unless mitigation incorporated", This issue area is included under Transportation/Circulation.
However, no discussion of the mitigation measures is included. None of the mitigation measures serve
to reduce or avoid potential impacts of the project. Quarterly reviews and on-going monitoring do not
avoid air quality and traffic impacts of the project How does the City propose to 'enforce' mitigation
measure #1? CEQA defines effective mitigation as avoiding, minimizing, rectifying, reducing or
eliminating, and compensating. CEQA clearly states that monitoring or reporting on as questionable
mitigation and submitting for review, studying further, encourage/discourage, and strive to as

inadequate. At best, the City's .proposed mitigation is questionable and does not address how the
measures will avoid, minimize, reduce or eliminate the impacts of the proposed project.
The 22"' DAA appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the City's Draft MND for the Camino
Del Mar Circulation and Parking Pilot Program. As documented in our comment letter, the 22"" DAA is
concerned with the level of analysis provided in the Draft MND. Potential impact areas are dismissed
with little to no analysis and in some cases, are dismissed based on unsubstantiated assumptions. It is
not the 22" DANs goal to prevent this project from going forward; however, it is Ollr goal to ensure that
the potential impacts associated with the proposed project are adequately addressed and mitigated. It is
clear that the Transportation Study prepared for the project as well as the Draft MND need to be
rewritten to address the deficiencies documented in this letter and re-circulated for public review.

Sincerely yours,
22" District Agricultural Association

~

T at y . Fennell

ral Manager, 22"' DAA
Rebecca Bartiing, Deputy General Manager, 22"' DAA
Dustin Fuller, SL Environmental Planner
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Dear Sirs.

Please allow this letter to memorialize Del Mar Pizza's objection to certain aspects of the
Proposed revitalization for the Village Specific Plan. It is our belief and position that turning
Camino Del Mar into a two lane, pedestrian oriented road with roundabouts. will be deleterious
to the retail and restaurant businesses operating in the village area. I have personally spoken to
many businesses down in the Bird Rock area of La Jolla who have scared the living daylights out of
me about the City of Del Mar's intentions. I strongly urge you to reconsider these two
components of the new specific plan. I do however support the rest of the plan.

Sincerely yours,

January 12,2012
City of Del Mar
Planning Department
1050 Camino del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014

RECEIVED
JAN 12 ZOIZ
City of DellVl
Or
Planning D
epartment

Subject: Village Specific Plan Notice of Preparation
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the content of the Draft Environmental
Impact Report for the Village Specific Plan. There are two areas I feel should be given
more attention: the redesign of Camino del Mar and increase in development area related
to resident serving retail.
1) A main feature of the proposed Specific Plan is the redesign of Camino del Mar to a
two-lane roadway with roundabouts at key intersections. Yet the impact of the redesign
seems to be identified only under Transportation/Traffic and even there, there is no
mention of the impact on nearby residential streets. For example, under Greenhouse Gas
Emissions the analysis proposed includes the statement that emissions "will be modeled
based on the proposed ... Plan's maximum allowable development and associated traffic"
which implies traffic associated only with the increased development but NOT the
emissions associated with the redesign of Camino del Mar. The vehicular roundabouts
associated with the redesign are mentioned only as GHG "reducing features." I feel the
possible impact of the Camino del Mar redesign that may result in diverting traffic to
residential streets such as Stratford and Ocean Ave. should be addressed in this Topic
area and in additional Topics To Be Analyzed, including Air Quality, Aesthetics, Noise
and Land Use.
One of the goals of the 1976 General Plan is to provide resident-serving businesses and
this becomes all the more important as we attempt to reduce GHG emissions, ideally by
providing "development" that encourages residents to shop in the Village rather than
driving "out of town" for services and products. This would seem to come under the
topic: Land Use. Ifwe increase the development area only to get in return more visitorserving businesses, we may alienate residents even further from the village environment
plus attract more traffic. For instance, the L' Auberge lobby used to be the location of an
annual musical event arranged by local musicians that would get together at a certain
time each year to contribute to the community, similar to the Peter Sprague phenomenon.
With the remodel of the L' Augerge to attract more high-end visitors, the hotel no longer
allows the local musicians to perform in the lobby. This may seem a stretch but the
L' Auberge Specific Plan, in fact, displaced an "established community" as described in
your NOP and seems to fit specifically under the evaluation of "impacts (to) the
consistency of the existing land uses and community character with the proposed land
uses, and the degree to which any difference between the two would lead to community
division OR (my emphasis) other physical effects." Additionally this concern would
qualifY for analysis under the topic Aesthetics that deals with "potential effects on

Village character." Another example of displacement by development is the Plaza
Specific Plan that resulted in the loss of numerous resident-serving businesses and
products and separated the community from a once everyday community gathering place
at the "old" Plaza. A big concern is that we will simply get more Plaza-like development
all over town without development that attracts residents. I feel this concern must be
addressed in the DEIR. Perhaps mitigation for increased density could include provision
for resident-serving businesses.
Finally, I am surprised to see that the Specific Plan would allow an additional four feet
for roof articulation. Given this possibility, it is imperative to include the 30-foot
allowable height in your analysis of potential effects on the Village character and to the
quality of public views AND I would add the words, private views in your description of
study for the impact on Aesthetics. I challenge the sentence that "residents' private views
are protected through the existing Del Mar Municipal Code." How will residents uphilla much further distance than 300 feet - get a notice for proposed development in the
village center that over time would clearly impact views from the residential sections
including views from streets running vertically downhill to the business district. This
should be analyzed if the language is to remain and I strongly recommend that the
language be changed to read, "Roof articulation ... may extend an additional four feet but
not to create USABLE (not just habitable) space."

Comments on Del Mar Village Specific Plan
I attended the workshop for the discussion on the new ”Del Mar Village Specific Plan” and thought it
was very well done. Some subjects needed more time, but we couldn’t stay there all day. The idea of
updating a 1977 “Specific Plan” seems like a worthwhile effort. Most of the items in the Project
Description I agree with. My main comments will address what’s between the curbs……reducing the
roadway to two lanes.
I live just off of 15th street, west of Camino Del Mar, and have been watching the havoc on 15th street,
a two lane street with angle parking, for over 25 years. Parked cars and a single lane only lead to
complete stoppage of traffic, all the time. To move this configuration to a state highway and the only
alternate route for the I-5 freeway seems to be asking for everlasting traffic jams. We already have bad
congestion during the evening rush hours. Much of it is caused by the current STOP signs.
The idea of using roundabouts to keep cars moving is very good, but trying to add these after a
roadway has been designed, doesn’t work very well. Look at La Jolla’s Birdrock. I no longer go to the
restaurant there because of the inconvenience of the roundabouts. Adding them as an after though
doesn’t result in a very effective solution.
The current four lanes is the best solution for Camino Del Mar. It provides the best opportunity to
move the many cars that will always be using our main street. However, a better way of moving cars
through the city is needed. The current STOP signs only make the congestion worse. This problem
needs some smart thinking. One alternative might be, “On Demand Signal Lights” in place of the STOP
signs. This approach should be evaluated as part of the new plan.
And now a comment about sidewalks, having continuous sidewalks in the Plan area is a great idea, but
not at the expense of the roadway or the median. A ten foot minimum my do just that. The sidewalk
should be continuous, but the width should be determined by the structure that is on the property,
with goal of ten feet.
In conclusion, retaining the current four traffic lanes and the beautiful median should be a given for
this Plan. Keeping these as part of the new Plan will substantially reduce the cost of revitalization, so
that available funds can be used to correct those items that really need to be changed.

Pete Glaser

Americana Restaurant
1454 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, Ca 92014
(858)794-6838
January 10, 2012
The City of Del Mar
Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, Ca 92014

CITY OF DEL MAR

JAN 1 02012
PLANNING OEPARTMENT

Re: Del Mar Village Specific Plan

To Whom It May Concern:
As a long time resident and business owner in Del Mar I first would like to say
that I am in favor of the revitalization plan of Del Mar with ideas that include plans for
mixed use, increasing the building height limit, providing open spaces and upgrading side
walks. I am deeply concerned however about the concept of two single lanes, angled
parking, and roundabouts planned for Camino del Mar thru the downtown village.
I am very concerned for a variety of reasons the first of which is the construction,
expense, and hardship impact that will be felt by business owners along this Camino del
Mar corridor where this is planned with what appears to be a lack of consideration about
the short and long term impact on residents and businesses. In short, why does Del Mar
need this component to be part of the specific plan that I would otherwise support? As a
restaurant owner at the intersection of Camino Del mar and 15 th Street, I am concerned
that this proposed project could create more congested traffic through Del Mar's
residential neighborhoods and commercial zone and have a very negative impact on my
business as well as other businesses along Camino Del Mar. As is well known, the traffic
congestion thru the village in the summer months is already oppressive when the county
fair and race track events are scheduled and this is with it's current configuration of 4
lanes north and south. I can't imagine the havoc thru town with a further bottleneck of
just 2 lanes as the city proposes. This two lane concept and the traffic it would cause
would deter people from coming to Del Mar to shop and dine which defeats the concept
of revitalization.
Secondly, there are all sorts of safety issues to be considered here as well. Access
of emergency vehicles or a mass evacuation needs to be taken into account for example
as well as public transportation through town and the impact accesses would have on
deliveries into town. The local village business's have had a difficult last few years
persevering through downward economic conditions. A big construction project will not
help Del Mar's small businesses weather this storm. I watched Bird Rocks construction
project destroy many of the small business there. The same thing could happen in Del

Mar. For these reasons and others I ighly urge city of Del mar officials to be very
cautious when you proceed to cre the Del Mar Specific Plan in order to revitalize Del
Mar's down town. I am sensing t some of these concepts could easily back fire and
negatively impact the 'llage
el mar we all love for generations to come.

er' ana estaurant
Mar Resident
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Date: January 10, 2012
To: City of Del Mar
From: La Boutique les deux,
Stratford Square Building
1438 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014

Re: Written Comments to proposed Environmental Impact Report
La Boutique les deux, (formerly La Boutique) has been in business in Del Marfne n\l"r?I:;~,,,,,.,,
the extent possible, we have supported the DMVA and the City of Del Mar in on going efforts to
improve the city.

T,,~_

We are in favor of SOME of the proposed ideas in the plan for revitalization. Improving the parking,
adding more lighting to the Sidewalks/streets, safer crosswalks, the addition of Sidewalks from 13th
st. to 9th St., and FAR changes are needed improvements that will benefit everyone.
As business owners in Del Mar, we do however, have grave concerns over the proposed restructuring
of Camino Del Mar, roundabouts and re-doing existing sidewalks that were just improved in 2010. We
feel it would all but put us out of business. This project will only serve to alienate visitors, locals, or
a'ny potential shoppers who will deal with the traffic delays and lack of accessibility this project will
cause.
.'

.

- '

,.

We were especially negatively impacted during last years (2010) Sidewalk construction as well as the
median. This project lasted on and off for months. We had to close our doors for 6 days because
access to our main entrance was totally blocked. Parking along the front of our building was nonexistent during this time. This year again, we endured the correction of mistakes that were made in
the sidewalk project of 2010. Once again, this impacted free flow of walking traffic and parking,
which resulted in further losses to revenue. The combined losses to revenue were estimated to be
upwards of $10,000. For a small business this is very difficult to recoup, with no compensation for
the losses.
This past year we have saw a Slight increase in economic growth to our business. The proposed
project will not just be a two-week ordeal. Any further construction projects, of this nature will only
put us all back in a hole, or very possibly out of business.
We are respectfully asking the DMVA and the City of Del Mar to PLEASE consider the true impact of
the proposed Camino Del Mar restructuring, will have on the small business in town: We appreCiate
your sincere consideration to this serious matter.
La Boutique les deux
Heidi Walker & Kris Nels()n, Owners

RECEIVED
.JAN 1 :; 2012
City of Del Mar
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RECEIVED
1M j 1 2012
City of Del Mar
Planning Deportment

January 11, 2012

Kathleen Garcia
Director of Community Planning and Development
City of Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014
Dear Ms. Garcia:
Thank: you for your Notice of Preparation (NOP) of an Environmental Impact for a
proposed Del Mar Specific Plan. The following are my comments on the NOP, which I
have expressed chronologically, according to the document, and not necessarily in order
of importance:
Summary. The last sentence in this section, "It [the planJwill also be subjected to (my
emphasis) a vote of the people per Del Mar's Downtown Initiative Overlay Zone
(Measure B) requirements," should more accurately be expressed as "It will also be
submittedfor approval to all registered voters in Del Mar." The phrase subjected to
connotes an onerous task, not, as in Del Mar's case, a privilege of living in a town where
Councils go the extra mile to be sure they are serving the people they represent.
Project Description. The second intent listed, "[toJ raise the height limit to 26'-0" on
the western side of Camino del [DeIJ Mar to match (my emphasis) the allowed height
limit on the eastern side" is also inaccurate. The true intent of this change is to allow
more building density and should be clearly and honestly stated as such. In fact,
matching the height on the west with the height on the east is precisely what the Council
and some committees have declared they would avoid in order to protect views and
prevent a tunnel effect through the center of town.
The Project Description section lists six primary intents/goals. I propose that a seventh
one be added, which would be to provide more public transit options. For years, Del
Mar has talked about providing a bus link on Del Mar Heights Road to areas in the east
and some sort of jitney service to and from the north. Now is the time to get serious
about turning these ideas into reality by folding them both into the Specific Plan study,
especially because of the potential impacts of major new development in Carmel Valley.
The Project Description proposes that building Floor Area Ratios (FAR) be increased
from the 45% that exists but it does not state a new FAR percentage. The EIR should
specify a number. The Description also states that "roof articulation" features may
extend an additional four feet but not create "habitable space." Roof articulation is a
vague term and must be defined, along with habitable space. Once these terms are

defined, it may be preferable to encourage or require certain "enhancements" in
architectural design but not allow them to cause an increase in FAR.
Table 1. Proiected Build-Out Summary. The Build-Out in residential multi-family units
should include enough affordable housing to satisfy State requirements. The EIR should
also describe how the designated uses of additional units, as listed on the Table, will be
monitored and retained.

Topics To Be Analyzed in the EIR. Traffic congestion is a major problem in Del Mar and
should be a primary focus of the EIR and studied in great detail within several
categories-Greenhouse Gas Emissions; Transportation and Traffic (Will traffic be
diverted from Camino Del Mar onto parallel side streets?); Noise (Is the Federal
Highway Administration Traffic Noise Model the best and/or only model available?);
Land Use (especially whether the plan would divide an established community such as
the residential areas on each side of Camino Del Mar). These topics are alluded to in the
Nap but need to be stressed more heavily.
Quality of Life is commonly studied in EIRs and this topic should be added to encourage
comments that do not fit exactly into any of the categories listed in this Nap.
Project Alternatives. Are there other alternatives to be considered, for example, one that
focuses on improved public transportation, as mentioned earlier in this letter?
Thank you for considering these thoughts.
Jan McMillan

401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101·4231

January 18, 2012

File Number 3330300

(619) 699·1900
Fax (619) 699·1905

WW\I1I.sandag.org

Ms. Kathleen Garcia
City of Del Mar Annex
235 11th Street
Del Mar, CA 92014
Dear Ms. Garcia:

RECEIVED
JAN 24 2012
City of Del Mar
Planning Department

MEMBER AGENCIES
Cities of
Carlsbad

SUBJECT:

Chula Vista

Comments on the Notice of Preparation for a Draft Environmental
Impact Report for the City of Del Mar Village Specific Plan

Coronado

DelMar
EI Cajon

Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach

La Mesa
Lemon GrOve

National CIty

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Notice of Preparation
(NOP) for a Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the City of Del Mar
Village Specific Plan. Our comments, which are based on policies included in
the Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP) and the 2050 Regional Transportation
Plan (2050 RTP), are submitted from a regional perspective, emphasizing the
need for land use and transportation coordination and implementation of
smart growth principles.

Oceanside

Poway
San Diego
San Marcos

Santee

Overall the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) supports your
efforts to create a pedestriarl·oriented environment in the Del Mar Village
specific plan the Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, and to ensure the
transportation analysis reflects that priority.

Solana Beach

Vista
and

County of San Diego

ADVISORY MEMBERS

In addition, SANDAG staff has several specific and general comments for your
consideration. SANDAG recommends that the following comments be
addressed and analyzed in the DEIR.

Specific Comments

Imperial County
California Department
of Transportation

•

Metropolitan
Transit System
North County

Transit District
United States
Department of Defense

creating an economically viable, pedestrian-oriented, and attractive
area.

San Diego
Unified Port District
San Diego County
Water Authority
Southern California
Tribal Chairmen's Association
Mexico

The NOP states a redesign of sidewalks and on-street parking would be
continuous and aligned within the public right-of-way. However, it is
unclear if the existing bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure will be
improved and if streetscape amenities will be prOVided. The Specific
Plan should address how the roadway design will include facilities for
bicycles, pedestrians, and transit. The provision of streetscape
amenities (shade structures, benches, bike parking, and "greening" of
the street environment) is integral in meeting the city's objective of

•

The NOP states parking structures will be permitted in both the mixeduse and public facilities and parking supply would be analyzed. For
determining parking rates, we suggest reviewing the SANDAG Parking
Strategies for Smart Growth study and Trip Generation for

Smart Growth study. Additionally, to gain greater efficiency of the existing parking system
and to encourage transportation alternatives within the specific plan area, please consider a
demand-base parking price structure for public parking. For off-street parking please
consider parking maximums that would limit the number of parking spaces to be provided
within this mixed-use area.
•

Please work with North County Transit District (NCTD) to ensure that the design addresses
turning radii for transit vehicles.

•

Please consider reverse (back-in) angled parking which is preferred from a bicycling
standpoint.

General Comments
Smart Growth Opportunity Areas

A key goal of the RCP is to focus growth in Smart Growth Opportunity Areas. There are a total of
two Smart Growth Opportunity Area place types located within the City of Del Mar, and as you
know SANDAG is in the process of updating the Smart Growth Concept Map. SANDAG staff is
working with all local jurisdictions to incorporate updated local land use inputs to reflect ongoing
general and specific plan changes. We appreciate the help we have recieved from your staff on this
project.
Multimodal Transportation Analysis

The 2050 RTP sets forth a multimodal approach to meeting the region's transportation needs. As
such, we recommend that the traffic analysis for the DEIR strive to balance the needs of motorists,
transit riders, pedestrians, and bicyclists. The Regional Multimodal Transportation Analysis, adopted
by the SANDAG Board on October 14, 2011, is another tool that may be used to enhance traffic
impact analysis of development projects where use by transit, bicycle, and/or pedestrians is
antiCipated. This new tool is available online at: www.sandag.org/igr.
We request that you coordinate the DEIR's development with the 2050 RTP and its Sustainable
Communities Strategy as well as the recently approved Regional Housing Needs Assessment.
Transit and Highways

Please evaluate the consistency of the DEIR and the City of Del Mar Village Specific Plan with the
2050 RTP goals as they relate to specific transit projects.
Transportation Demand Management

Please consider developing a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) plan that outlines your
strategy/s for providing and promoting transportation alternatives to driving alone during peak
periods such as carpooling, vanpooling, bicycling, telecommuting, and flexible work hours for
employees, to help mitigate regional transportation impacts. Carpooling and vanpooling could be
promoted by providing priority reserved and/or free parking for high-occupancy vehicles. We
recommend contacting the SANDAG iCommute team to explore TDM options.
2

Consult with North County Transit District and Caltrans
SANDAG advises the project applicant to consult with NCTD, the transit service providers within the
project area, and with Caltrans to coordinate planned transit and/or highway improvements.
Natural Environment
A key RCP objective is to preserve and maintain natural areas in urban neighborhoods, such as
canyons and creeks, and provide access for the enjoyment of the region's residents. Please consider
this objective, if applicable to your project.
Other Considerations
Please consider the following State of California laws and Executive Order when developing the
DEIR: Assembly Bill 32 (Nunez, 2006), Senate Bill 375 (Steinberg, 2008) (SB 375). SB 97
(Dutton, 2007), and Executive Order S-13-08, which call for analysis of greenhouse gas emissions.
Additionally, it is suggested that consideration be given to the policies included in the SANDAG
Regional Energy Strategy that promote the reduction of energy demand and water consumption.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the NOP for the DEIR for the City of Del Mar Village
Specific Plan. We encourage the City of Del Mar, where appropriate, to evaluate the Village Specific
Plan based on the following SANDAG publications: (1) Designing for Smart Growth, Creating Great
Places in the San Diego Region; (2) Planning and Designing for Pedestrians, Model Guidelines for
the San Diego Region; (3) Trip Generation for Smart Growth; and (4) Parking Strategies for
Smart Growth. These publications can be found on our Web site at www.sandag.org/igr.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this letter, please contact me at (619) 699-1943 or
susan.baldwin@sandag.org.
Sincerely,

SUSAN BALDWIN
Senior Regional Planner
SBAlRSAlhob
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Mr. & Mrs. E. Eandali Stoke

RECEiVED
November 22, 2011
To: The Honorable City Council of Del Mar
Re: Del Mar's Village Specific PIan
The Specific PIan proposals ignore the movement of traffic through Del
Mar and beyond the boundary of the Specific PIan area. Note:
1. Crest Road: the traffic impediments designed by the City
Engineer for the benefit ofthe Crest Road residents, which the Council
has approved, and the anticipated increase in accidents, should render
Crest Road immune to the proposals.
2. Stratford Ct and Ocean Bl together provide passage. It is
now heavily used even though Stratford Ct is quite narrow. But,
because of the impact on CDM today, I and many others use it anyway.
3. OceanFront is overwhelmed, particularly when CDM is
beset by commuter hour traffic.. Bicyclists, dogs, baby strollers and
people do so at their risk.
The Stratford Ct/Ocean Bl area will be unduly impacted by
proposals #2 and #3. It is important fur the City to protect this
residential area.
4. CDM is the only street that can handle the movement of
anticipated traffic. There will be more traffic regardless of any freeway
improvement. Four lanes are essential for the safety and protection of
DM citizens, particularly because of the race track and fair ground
activities.
Only alternative #1 will be able to handle the volume into and through
the City. Left hand turns should be accommodated and the medians
should be treated accordingly.
Alternatives #2 and #3 will persuade residents to go elsewhere to shop.
The Kilroy project will add to Flower Hill's enticement. Alternatives

DEC 2 0 2011
Cily of Del Mar
Planning Department

#2 and #3 degrade our residential areas which are important to the
value and quality of the City.
There is no space within the Specific Plan area to acconnnodate
roundabouts. Check the roundabout in Santa Fe Av in Encinitas. You
certainly do not want one at 15th Street which might be a possibility for
a "scatter crossing".
The citizens ofDM can dream about a leisurely drive to a parking lot
on CDM, but it won't become a reality, even ifthey wish for bond built
parking on the City Hall site. I appreciate the mental efibrt being
expended, but are our residents really going to walk down from Crest
Rd or Heatherlane, stroll our shopping area on CDM and then walk
back up the hill? The four percent response reported in The Del Mar
Times should not be taken as indicative of what the vote might be.
Respect:fuJly yours,

/l~///(

t \;

N

H Randall Stoke

January 5,2012

RECEiVED
JAN
City of Del Mar
Planning and Community Development Department
1050 Camino del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014

5 2012

City of Del Mar
Planning Departmenl

Attention: Kathleen Garcia
RE: Comments for 1/12/12 EIR Seoping Meeting

Dear Sir/Madame:
The proposed Specific Plan will have a very negative impact on the local environment and the
quality of life for Del Mar residents. Thirty foot high buildings (26' + 4' for roof features) on the
west side of Camino Del Mar will block sunlight, ocean breezes and views. The added
congestion from 140 apartments, 43 additional hotel rooms and a nearly tripling of retail and
restaurant space will dramatically increase noise and air pollution and ocean runoff. This Plan
should not be approved in a fragile Coastal environment.
Sincerely,

Mark Stuckelman

Jeanne Waite

RECEIVED
JAN 1 3 2012
City of Del Mar
Planning Department

January 12, 2012

Ms. Kathleen Garcia
Director of Community Planning and Development
City of Del Mar
1050 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA92014
Dear Ms. Garcia,
Thank you and the City Council for the opportunity to express our concerns about the
proposed Del Mar Specific Plan.
I am deeply concerned about the traffic and parking issues should Camino Del Mar be
converted into a 2-lane road. What comes to mind is the already heavy traffic at rush hour,
on warm, sunny afternoons, and during the fair and racing seasons, with our existing 4-lane
road. As a resident, I already plan my errands around peak traffic times, and even so,
encounter significant back ups. I, like many, look for alternate routes along Crest, Stratford,
Coast Blvd, and Ocean Front to avoid the crowds. I recognize this is problematic for
residents along these roads. I can not imagine what the traffic will be like if we cut our main
north-south road by half. I also am concerned as to where parking would be at the north
and south ends of town to accommodate pedestrian traffic.
I think it is absolutely critical that the City provide the agency conducting the EIR with very
clear and specific direction about such concerns with the expectation that they address
these concerns in a very comprehensive, thorough and straightforward manner. As a
voter, having these concerns adequately addressed is essential to a positive vote.
In addition, I am concerned about building up the west side of Camino Del Mar with a 26'
height limit plus an additional 4' for roof articulation - 30' in total. View blockage, additional
parking requirements for residents and businesses people, and the possible "tunnel-like"
effect is worrisome. I wonder if the City might authorize the construction of story poles to
help residents consider the possible impact on views and help them observe the possible
bulk, scale and light concerns before such an initiative would be brought to a vote of the
residents.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns.
Very sincerely yours,

•

~_"-G..",,"'-"-c\,}"'J ~~
Jeanne Waite

CITY OF DELMAR
Environmental Impact Report Scoping Meeting
Village Specific Plan
Thursday, January 12, 2012 at 6:00 p.m.
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Do not wish to speak, but please accept my written comments

(Please write legibly)

Name:

~ ArI1!Ce... :fit~

Resident Address:
Business Address:
Email Address:
Comments:
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Environmental Impact Report Scoping Meeting
Village Specific Plan
Thursday, January 12,2012 at 6:00 p.m.
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Do not wish to speak, but please accept my written comments

(Please write legiblY)D
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Business Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Email Address:
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Village Specific Plan
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CITY OF DELMAR
Environmental Impact Report Scoping Meeting
Village Specific Plan
Thursday, January 12, 2012 at 6:00 p.m.
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Do not wish to speak, but please accept my written comments
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CITY OF DELMAR
Environmental Impact Report Scoping Meeting
Village Specific Plan
Thursday, January 12, 2012 at 6:00 p.m.
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Do not wish to speak, but please accept my written comments

(Please write legibly)) dL..

Name:

/'IL---

Co/2:1}

Resident Address:
Business Address: _______________
Email Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Comments:

Jeanette Brown

(

Subject:

FW: Draft of EIR for the Villiage Specific Plan

From: Thomas Hollander
Sent: Tuesday, December 20, 2011 S:20 PM
To: Planning Mail Box
Subject: Draft of EIR for the Villiage Specific Plan

To Whom It May Concern,

c

My name is Tom Hollander, my home is on Crest Road and my business is on Camino Del Mar. I have this
unique vantage point. During the more than 30 years it took the city to address the safety, speeding, cut-through
traffic from I-5 and the fairgrounds, which resulted in the current traffic calming devices, on Crest, being
installed. So many times and so many meetings the residents were told again and again and again that Camino
Del Mar was the main arterial road by design that was supposed to handle through traffic and the residential
streets were not for this purpose. Traffic engineers and consultants all verified this position, and suggested that
traffic be strongly encouraged to use only Camino Del Mar. I strongly believe that your draft EIR MUST
address the impact on Crest and Strafford Court before anyone-lane (each way) with traffic circle
proposals/experiments be considered. The city council took thirty years to offer a partial solution, and only
weeks after the final installations you want to re-create the original problem. Further, I am convinced that after
doing business on Camino Del Mar for over twenty-eight years that the two lanes idea is only going to backfire
and cause unacceptable traffic problems for a minority of residents who have done far more than their fair share
of shouldering what the rest of the community might prefers. This city has it's proudest moments when it
protects all the people without alienating those in the minority. I love this community, I live here, work here
and walk here every single day- I do not want to choose between 10 foot wide side walks and having angry
frustrated drivers almost hitting me as I walk or am just sitting in my home.
Thank you for time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Tom Hollander
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Jeanette Brown
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Delene St.John
Wednesday, December 21, 2011 3:18 PM
Planning Mail Box
Camino del Mar

I live in Del Mar and am very much concerned about the plan to make Camino del Mar a one lane street through the
Crest Rd. The residents on Crest have spent many years trying to curb the number of cars
center of town. I live at
that use "Crest rd" as a "cut through" to avoid the heavy traffic on Interstate 5. It seems to me by narrowing the main
road through town that the traffic will cut through the neighborhood, as it must overflow somewhere. I am very much
opposed to this plan.
Delene Stjohn

Law Office of Delene St. John

(

(
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Jeanette Brown
(

From:

Subject:

Planning Mail Box
FW: EIR

-----Original Message----From: Karla Leopold
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 11:24 AM
To: Planning Mail Box
Cc: Bill Leopold
Subject: EIR

(-

~

Kathleen,
Thank you for all your time and effort to help make Del Mar the best it can be. The input from the people who live here
is extremely important.
I want to relay my concerns and suggestions as the project moves forward.
My biggest concern is about the money being used to fund this project.
In our current economy the cost of even researching this project is difficult to rationalize as the funding for eduction,
elderly, mentally ill etc is all being cut. I believe the city's prior should be to maintain and repair the city today. Our
streets are no longer being cleaned, the sidewalks are full of cracks that have not been repaired or repaired poorly, the
drainage on our streets is not contained, need I go on? Concentrated efforts needs to be put in maintaining the city. If
funds are left over, use them for this project.
The traffic in this city is all ready difficult. When the fair and race season is here, we have a difficult time getting in and
out of our house. We use Stratford Court to exit. During the summer this street is a one lane parking lot due to all the
park cars. It is extremely difficult to drive or walk. The thought of putting more traffic on this street by making Camino
Del Mar a two lane street is a joke. Someone who must live elsewhere could only have come up with this idea. How will
emergency service navigate with all this traffic and so few lanes?
One of the reasons Del Mar is one of the most desirable places in the world to own property and to visit on vacation is
the integrity of the city. It is very difficult to build or remodel in this city. This has proved to be a good thing. Much of
the housing in this city are home of many different styles and ages. As I watch 2 large building projects taking place near
me it is very easy to see which home will be a showcase for the city. One project took the existing homes and plowed
them to the ground. A new, taller, larger home is being built to replace the 3 former residences. The other project is one
of the original Del Mar homes that is being modeled and expanded. This home is beautiful and still maintains the sense
of history and style that Del Mar is known for.
Both projects have taken probably comparable money, time and work but the older home far surpasses the newer one.
The idea of the city completely redoing the all ready existing village is difficult for me to understand and envision. We
often call Del Mar a village. Our idea of Del Mar does not include multi-use bUilding. I have just returned from Seattle
where the trend there is to build the type of building purposed. The buildings have no history or character.
Why change something that works. Just make it better and maintain it!
Parking is an issue. We need underground parking and not on the street parking. That is what we do in this city for
garage space. Do it for public parking too.
Sincerely,
Bill and Karla Leopold
1

MICHAEL S. POLAN
Attorney at Law
1330 Camino del Mar
Del Mar, California 92014

(

RECEIVED
JAN 1 72012

(858) 792·6202
Fax (858) 792·1642
mikepolan@sbcglobal.net

City 0/ Del Mar
Planning Department

January 12, 2012

City of Del Mar
Kathleen Garcia
Planning and Community Development Department
1050 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014
Re: Public EIR Scoping Meeting - January 12, 2012
Dear Ms. Garcia:

c

I am writing on behalf of the Jefferson Family Trust (owner of three commercial
properties in the Central Commercial Zone), in response to the Trust's review of the
City's Notice of Preparation of a Draft Environmental Report.
Although there are aspects of the proposed Village Specific Plan that are admirable,
(e.g. FAR revisions and height limitation changes), I am writing to register the Trust's
specific objection to the Specific Plan's intent to "redesign Camino Del Mar to be a twolane roadway with roundabouts at key intersections." My client feels that this element
has not been properly researched and will not further the intent of making Del Mar's
business district a more friendly and inviting environment.
Sincerely,

·V10~QrL~
MICHAEL S. POLAN
MSP:lb
cc: Mary Lou Jefferson
,
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PLANNING DEPARTMENT

DATE: December 19'2011
TO: City of Del Mar
Planning Dept.
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J
DELMAR~;
•

FROM: Bully's Corp.
1404 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014

RE: Written Comments to proposed Environmental Impact ReportlNotice or an EIR
Scoping Meeting

c

Bully's Corporation has been in Del Mar for 43 years and is proud to have been a big
supporter ofthe DMVA and the City of Del Mar for both their contributions and
improvements in the community. Unfohunately, the past 4-5 years have impacted most
restaurants, retailers and landlords alike with a severe decline in business and sales to our
community. With the proposed construction of street and sidewalk improvements at this
time, we feel that many businesses would be impacted so greatly, that it would be
impossible to stay in busimiss.
As a result of these same proposals in the La Jolla, Birdrock area, Bully's La Jolla was
forced to close due to the construction and negative impact the turnabouts had on the
area, before and after the project. Construction time frames are longer due to the many
unforeseen delays, and the street turnabouts are unable to accommodate busses, delivery
trucks and many other vehicles that are necessary to sustain the businesses already
providing needed services to our community.
Please consider the ramifications Of such a proposal in light of the current economic
conditions and future of our community, specifically, the Del Mar Village business
owners and landlords.
Additionally, we would like the opportunity to share our views at the January 12, 2011
meeting.
Thanking you in advance for your time and consideration.

(

\.

Bully's Corp.
858-452-8840

(

W. L. Michalsky

RECEIVED
JAN 1 S 2012
City of Del Mar
Planning Department

January 12, 2012
RE: NOP-DEIR, Village Specific Plan, City of Del Mar
Kathleen A. Garcia
Director of Community Planning and Development
10S0 Camino Del Mar
Del Mar, CA 92014
Ms. Garcia,

I have had the opportunity to review the Notice of Preparation (Nap) of a Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) for the proposed Village Specific Plan. Following are my comments, in the
order they were expressed in the document. My response order does not represent their

c

importance.
Environmental Setting: Surrounding uses and circulation: The RC zone should more clearly
th

identify that it is the east side of Stratford Court between lth and 15 Streets.
Project Description: The intent ofthe Plan is to: Second Bullet should more accurately describe
the true height limit proposed as identified elsewhere in this document as adding an allowance
of 4' for roof elements; this translates to 30' plus other devices that could be higher such as
chimneys, etc. What is roof articulation? This should be much more clear to the casual reader.
Page 3, first paragraph discusses the current FAR but gives no indication of what is proposed.
The FAR or how to understand it should be clearly stated or defined through some means.
Table 1. Projected Build-out Summary suggests considerable square footage build out from the
existing square footage in this zone.

179 rooms of unknown square footage and the addition

in build-out of 141,323 square feet; where is the parking to support this? None is identified.
Yet the net build-out increase indicates a need of more than 500 parking spaces at minimum
depending on use. The Parking Master Plan Report of 2000 identified a deficiency of over 250
public parking spaces in the Downtown zone; this likely magnifies that challenge. Recent
allowances granted for outdoor dining in public space and other enclosed dining allowances
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have further strained our parking needs. ADA requirements will add more to this number.
Where is the mitigation?
Topics to be Analyzed in the EIR:
Aesthetics: There is mention of individual resident's private views as being protected ... existing
Del Mar Municipal Code, is this enough? It should more clearly state the Del Mar's Design
Review Ordinance will be the measure to insure resident's rights as being protected. Clarity is
needed for the reader. Build-out allowances and design guidelines are mentioned; what and
where are they? This is too vague.
Land Use: Community division? A wall of steel... traffic; or a wall of bricks and mortar...
buildings. Great consideration should be given the Del Mar Community Plan. Is Del Mar a
residential community with a small business district that may be community serving or does it
serve a greater external need at a greater burden to adjacent residential zones? What price
growth? Is the burden created greater than the reward? Will infrastructure costs be
recovered? I digress but is there real mitigation available to the residents to support all the
proposed changes before the impacts occur?
Noise: Noise measurement analysis by machine via FHA Traffic Noise Model; how cold is that?
This always sounds practical. But how are the real impacts dealt with after the fact? Outdoor
dining and bars facing residential neighborhoods must be enclosed or effectively shuttered
after 10 PM to not be an ongoing source of irritation. Db measurements by themselves will not
satisfy the human ear as it sorts out various noise sources. Code or police enforcement will
become a costly issue when dealing with loud music, voices and more late night patrons finding
their way home if care is not placed on how restaurant and bars are developed. Truck, car and
motorcycle noise is a problem today; how will this be dealt with if growth is permitted?
Increase in ambient noise is unacceptable.
Population and Housing: Intriguing ideas. Again, traffic analysis and real parking solutions must
be vetted.
Public Services: Are increases in Policing and Code Enforcement considered as true
deliverables? Will proposed increases in FAR and building size place new burdens on Fire
services? These proposed changes will add service needs; will future City budgets address this
realistically?
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Recreation: The use of Public Facilities has increased substantially; one only has to view public
use of our parks and beaches. Who will pay for the added burden of maintenance on our
limited resources? Where will the added users park?
Transportation/Traffic: LOS levels are troubling due to pressures placed on the community by
outside influences (i.e., the 22

nd

DAA and others). The Central Commercial Zone had

deficiencies identified in the 2000 Parking Master Plan Report; more parking needs have been
created since then by allowances made to restaurant development in public spaces, ADA
requirements and some space removal courtesy of red zone placement. Current transit
availability is minimal and will add considerable expense to grow; this needs to be in place and
sustainable as potential development takes place. Pedestrian-oriented streetscape needs to
take place. Traffic volumes and speed need to be reduced with any proposed changes.
Project Alternatives: Are there others? A hybrid of lower development plans perhaps.
Thank you for considering these comments.
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W. L. Michalsky
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